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Times
Fort Campbell soldier
Somalia wounded over Somarra,wounde

Ambush kills seven in
5
93
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) missing. '
The Nigerian commander
The United Nations blamed an
ambush that killed seven Nige-- accused the Italian U.N. continrian soldicrs on warlord gent of not coming to his solMohamed Farrah Aidid. and a diers' aid.
Later Sunday. Somali fighters
U.S. official said the attack
demonstrated the need to quickly fired on a. U.N. airfield, and
American troops in helicopters
capture the fugitive leader.
- The attack was the deadliest responded by attacking the Somassault on U.N. peacekeepers in ali mortar position with cannons
Somalia--since- ittne -when--24----and -rackets, a U-N-.-spekesmaft-inPakistani soldiers died. Seven Mogadishu said.
Spokesman Maj. David StockNigerian soldiers and a U.S. diplomat were- wounded Sunday. A well said he knew of no Somali
Nigerian soldier Was also or U.N. casualties. He said the

Somali bystanders said at least
Somali fighters -wok cover in a
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
nearby building -Used as a hospi- 30 of their countrymen -svcre
— A Fort Campbell soldier servtheir
held
forccs
U.N.
tal, and the
killed or wounded.
ing in Somalia was wounded
,McDavitt said that in addition
fire.
when a rocket struck the helicopThe seven Nigerians were to the seven Nigerians killed and
ter he was in.
killed- as they went to the aid of seven wounded, one was missing.
Capt. Dcrik Crotts, a Fort
other U.N. peacekeepers sur- Somali bystanders said one NigeCampbell
spokesman, said the
rounded by a mob of stone- rian, a sergeant, had been
soldier was wounded in his right
captured.
throwing Somalis.
arm, thigh and chin as the UH-60
An unidentified American dipCapt. Tim McDavitt, a U.N.
Black Hawk helicopter flew on a
spoke-smani-sairl the pia- -lomat -attache.I -to- thc U.S. ltatsort 7,-rroutine
night patrol—Thiday
won of Nigerian soldiers returned office OrMogadishu was shot in
over southeastern Mogadishu.
fire for at least hill an hour, but the diest after he and five eat:
,Alter the helicopter was hit, it
_
it was not known if there were
safely landed at the U.S. Army
• See Page 2
any Somali casualties.

Government Waste

46th Field Hospital. where the
soldier was treated. He is to be
medically evacuated to the
United. States this week.
Crotts told the Clarksville
Leaf-Chronicle newspaper that
the soldier didn't want his name
released to the -media.
Officials htic declined to speculate about who may have fired
Triim
About- 4,400- -U.S. troops
remain in Somalia, including
about 7I/0 Fort Campbell soldiers.

READY TO BE FIRED

Administration to unveil restructuring plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hoping to capitalize on public outrage over government waste, the
White House is touching up plans
administration officials say will
save $108 billion over five years
by reshaping the federal
bureaucracy.
The leaner government envisioned by Vice President Al Gore
also would include 252,000 fewer
workers.
His upcoming report to President Clinton. called the National
Performance Review, recommends buyouts and early retire-

mcnts for employees whose services are no longer needed, said
White House officials ivho spoke
Sunday on condition of
anonymity.
The administration wants to
eliminate or consolidate scores of
wasteful programs, allow the private sector to compete for government business, cut red tape
that saddles efficient federal
workers and expand the usc of
modern office technologies such
as computers to improve
efficiency.
• The report, scheduled to be

unveiled Tuesday, is certain to
draw opposition from federal
employees who may lose their
jobs and from lawmakers who
oversee programs on Gore's OA
list.
But White House officials are
betting that the. changes will be
popular v.ith the voters.
If implemented, Gore's plan
would reduce the federal work
force by 12 pe'rcent, bringing it
below the 2 million mark for the
first time since 1966.

Poll: Americans think waste can be cut
NEW YORK (AP) — The
average American thinks more
than a third of the $1.5 trillion
federal budget could realistically
be cut as wasteful, according to
an Associated Press poll.
When President Clinton outlines his plans Tuesday for "reinventing government," he will be
appealing to a widespread cynicism. In the poll, 95 percent said
the government wastes lots of
money.
Based_on a study led by Vice
President Al ,Gore, Clinton is

expected to propose numerous
changes in the way the federal
government buys services, hires
workers, makes budgets, pays
benefits, collects fees and divides
duties among agencies.
When asked in the AP poll,
"What percent of the federal
budget do you realistically think
could be cut as wasteful?" the
average response was 37 percent.
One in 10 wanted to do away
with more than half the budget.
Assuming the nation doesn't
shirk its dcbt service or defense

plans, the only way Congress
could cut more than 30 percent
would be to chip away at benefit
programs such as Social Security
and health care for the elderly.
The poll shows most Americans
don't consider such popular programs wasteful.
Seven in 10 people polled say
foreign aid is wasteful. But to cut
its 519 billion from the budget
would be like dipping 3 tablespoons out of a 1 gallon pail.

Amy WILSON.Ledge, & T'mars phcito..

Tobacco farmers across Calloway County take advantage of cooler temperatures to get their tobacco
crops housed in the barns.

•.See Page 2

mandates
unfunded
discuss
to
Cities
Playhouse plans 1940s cabaret
By STACEY CROOK Staff Writer
Some of Murray's most
talented performers will be on
stage at the Playhouse in the Park
to take a walk down memory
lane. Pete Lancaster said the Playhouse will present a musical
salute to- the 1940s with a twohour.4barct beginning Thursday
night.
"We went through more than
250 songs trying to select this
program," he said. "There is so
much good stuff."
Songs such as "Stardust."
"Sentimental' Journey" and
"Accentuate the Positive" will be
featured.
A small band featuring pianist
Oneida White will accompany the
host of vocalists.
Lancaster said the cabaret will
be performed in the comfort of
the Playhouse's main theater.
The audience can relax and
enjoy songs they have heard for
50 years while watching a cast 411
decked out in formal attire.
Lancaster is urging younger
people to come and experience
music inspired by World War II.
"We'll also have funny songs
and romantic songs," he said.
He said he thinks younger genSTACEY CROOKtledew II Times prxm
erations have missed out on some
rehearse
(seated)
Phillips
Bill
and
(left),
Lancaster
Pete
Carol Bogard
World War II songs in preparation for an upcoming Forties Cabaret II See Page 2

Mamas

FORUM

• Murray City Council will meet
Thursdays( 7 p m in the council cham
Lets at city hall
O Calloway County School Board
own meet Thursday at 7 p m at the board
office
• Murray School Board will meet
Thursday at 730 p m at the superintendent's office

III Mark Chellgren thinks the Kentucky
General Assembly is acting more like
college freshmen in an effort to build
new offices

Page 4

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — ,Ken Lucky mayors are complaining
that their communities have been
left with the burden of paying for
programs and services mandated
hut not financed by the state or
federal government.
"We need to educate the general public, who have no idea
what a federal or state mandate
is," said Danville Mayor W-.D.
Bowling, president of the Kentucky League of Cities. -"It
affects us all. That money is
taken right out of the palm of our
hands." .
In Paducah, unfunded mandates are .approaching 53 million
annually,. Mayor Gerry Montgomery said.

"They're passing a law at the
tederal or state level and passing
the responsibility of that •*1-aw
down to local governments without any funding," Montgomery
said recently as she scanned six
pages of mandates for Paducah.
Laws handed down .to Communities often cover beneficial
services, but the order for. enforcement is without regard to need
or ability- to pay, she said.
"It should be a fair, flexible
and accountable process." Montgomery said. "One size regulation does not fit all."
Montgomery will speak during
a seminar on unfunded mandates.
at the Kentucky League of Cities'
annual meeting Friday in

Louis v ill
In Dans ilk, tilearivAile,
percent of an SI I million budget
is directly related to federal and
state mandates, said Bowling. a
supporter of the "no money, no
mandate" philosophy.
"We feel like we're more cap- able of managing our own (priorities) than the bureaucrats in
Washington, D.C.." he said.
The League of Cities' is supporting the Federal Mandate
Relief Act of 1993, a bill cosponsored by U.S. Rep. Toni Barlow, D- 1st District. Its aim is to
-stop federal mandates that carry
no provision for funding. •

• See' Page '2

Report recommends reforms for WANT
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) -- A
final Justice Cabinet report on
how Paducah administers an antidrug task force in western Kentucky found evidence of loose
management practices.
Lack of cooperation among
police agencies involved in the
Western Area Narcotics Team
also somctimcs defeated its purpose. the report said.
The cabinet released a preliminary report last month, but The
Paducah Sun obtained a copy of
tile final report Friday.
The report, based on a review
and audit by the cabinet, found

—

SPORI'S

• Anthony Hutch was honored for his
11 tackle game against Eastern Illinois
by being named the OVC's defensive
player of the week
ii`•"••••--

Page 6

no indication of Lriminal activity. document.
While the report found many
However, the cabinet made
management and administrative
numerous recommendations to
problems, it contained no allegaimprove the program, including
removing it from the control of tions of misappropriation of
'the Paducah Police Department. funds.
Criticism was directed at lack
The report. was prepared by a
of control .over what is known as
fivc-mcmbcr investigative team
that went through records and - "confidential money." which is
interviewed law enforcement cash used to purchase information ancji-drugs as 7art of
officers who arc or were involved
investigations.
in WANT.
"No written policies and proPaducah Police Chief L.V.
McGinty was unavailable for cedures(for the handling of conficomment. Mayor- Gerry Mont: dential funds were available.gomcry said she had not had time
to read or study the 26-page • See Page 2
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Front for the Liberation of Palestine and the Democratic Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, both
DAMASCUS. Syria (AP) —
based in Damascus, refused to
Yasser Arafat won half-hearted
factions are represented. Assad meet Arafat, sources at the
support from Syria's' president for influences the groups, though he groups' headquarters said.
_
_
does not control them.
his Pic/posed agreement with
The Popular Front and DemoIsrael, but hard-line PLO leaders
The meeting could begin this cratic Front are the two largest
opposed to the deal refused to
week. Israel has already approved groups in the PLO after Arafat's
meet with him.
the deal.
Fatah faction. They have expressPresident Hafer Assad, a key
As he left Damascus today, al opposition to the deal.
Radical Palestinian groups and
player who has often been at Arafat said he was "happy with
odds with Arafat, endorsed the the visit," and praised the "valu- even members of Arafat's own
plan for Palestinian self-rule in able and dear advice" offered by faction have said the agreement
the Gaza Strip and.the West Bank__ Assad. It was not known where contains no guarantees for a
town of Jericho after a 6'4 -hour
he was headed, but reports Sun- Palestinian state and avoids dealmeeting Sunday.
day said he might visit the Per- ing with the status of Jerusalem,
sian Gulf.
If Assad's backing materialIsraeli settlements and the 3.5
Earlier, leaders of the Popular million Palestinian refugees that
ins, it could help Arafat secure
.
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RADCLIFF, Ky. (AP) —
Memories of Alex Suleski and
her disappearance have come •
rushing back for the owner of a
trailer park where she lived
briefly,
Alex's father and stepmother,
Thomas and Roxanne Suleski,
were arrested -last week in California in connection with the
5-year-old girl's death in 1989.
"This is going to bring everything back again," said Jay
•Duvall, the trailer-park owner
who is also a Hardin County
constable.
Duvall remembers the pretty,
slight Amerasian girl who rarely
nlaved_ ......,...,_
nutcide .....
the ...,........
mnhile ......._
hrune
where the Suleskis lived for little
more than a month. He recalls the
searches at the park and the surrounding woods and grasslands
— searches he said Alex's
parents never participated in.
'There were a lot of people
who worked round-the-clock,
who couldn't sleep," Duvall said,
t

;
,
,

•

.

,.
Duvall helped dig trenches to
drain sink holes in the neighborhood where volunteers feared
Alex might have fallen. He went
with searchers walking an arm's
length from 'each other in human
chains to leave no space
uncovered.
He led a candlelight vigil that
Processed from City Hall to the
trailer park to draw attention to
her disappearance.
Duvall's voice shook and he
wiped his eye when speaking of
.. . . .
Alex's death.
"It just hurts me to see," he
said. "How could somebody
harm an innocent child like
Marv'
-----The FBI alleges that on Oct.
25, 1989 — the last day Alex was
seen • alive — her stepmother,
Roxanne Suleski, put her inside a
garbage bag, later put that bag
inside another, and that the girl
died the next day, iler father,
Thomas, then allegedly disposed
of the body.

Report
FROM PAGE 1
the report said. Procedures are
needed to document cash withdrawals, the name of the user and
- the intended use of the money,
the report said.
The report criticized the propriety of WANT investigators'
making what is known as
''reverse
"reverse -buys." The practice
involves taking drugs seized in
one investigation and offering
them for sale on the street as part

of another investigation.
State investigators said most
police agencies use reverse buys
only in extreme circumstances,
whereas WANT used the practice
"as standard operating
procedure."
WANT was financed last year
with a federal grant of more than
S200,000 and local funding of
more than S50,000. Since the
program started in January 1989,
almost SI million has been spent.

•

Citi..•

FROM PAGE 1
"Such excessive fiscal burdens
on state and local governments
have undermined, in many
instances, the ability ... to achieve
their responsibilities under state

WI''A

•.

Clinton asks Arabs for support
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is giving strong support to the Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement, saying he hopes the '
accord will be a catalyst for pacts with Syria. Jordan and Lebanon.
Clinton, in letters sent Friday, asked Arab leaders to "actively
and openly" support the Palestine Liberation Organization agreement with Israel for Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and the
West Bank town of Jericho, an administration official said Sunday.
The United States was largely on the sidelines as Israel and the
PLO worked out their dramatic autonomy accord in secret meetings. The administration official, speaking Suncliy on condition of
anonymity, said the letters were designed to convey Clinton's corndent "wants them on board and wants them to make public
statements."
-

,

Black tourist trial ends today
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Attorneys prepared closing
arguments today in the trial of two white laborers charged with setting a black tourist ablaze, after the defense rested without either of
the accused taking the stand.
Witnesses testified Sunday that one of the men, Charles Rourk,
". was miles away at the time orthe attack. His co-defendant, Mark
Kohut, offered no defense.
"Clearly, the state has failed to prove the charges— my client is
an innocent man," Kohut's attorney, Julianne Holt, said in trxplain. int her
decision not to -call any witnesses.
Closing arguments were set to start this morning, and jury deliberations also could begin today. If convicted on charges of
attempted murder, kidnapping and robbery, Kohut, 27, and Rourk
33, could each face life- behind bars.

father knocking complacently on
his door that Oct. 25 to ask
whether anyone had seen Alex. A
few hours later, Brumm sent out
his sons. Gus and Sam, to enlist
the help of neighborhood
children.
"I told them to round up their
rug-rat friends and go get her.
They looked everywhere, you
know, in the secret places kids
hide, and they didn't find her,"
Brumm said "I knew then that
'
we were in trouble."
i nn. ?....411%..“..3

-
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Until Sunday, Assad had withheld any public comment on the
Plan.
But in his statement after their
meeting - in Damascus., Assad
indicated he would not oppose
the plan as long as Arafat can
the Palestinians' backin
gain
Spokesman Jibran K
Assad stressed "Syria's support
for the rights of the brother!Y
Palestinian people, who, together
with their institutions, have the
right to decide what they see
suitable."
a

So far the couple have been
charged only with making false
statements to the FBI in connection with the disappearance of
their daughter. They are waiting
to be transported from California,
said V. Dave Kohl, an FBI special agent.
Further charges might .be
brought when they return to
Louisville, he said.
- The FBI thinks Thomas Suleski returned from California two
years after Alex's death to dig up
the body from an undisclosed
location, destroy it and move the
remains out of Kentucky.
The FBI has refused to release

AO\

.

Community remembers missing girl

'
',
a

letw immune. um

live outside the occupied
territCWICS.
Isra
Meul.slim fundamentalist groups.
meanwhile, oppose any deal with

approval for the plan from the
PLO's ruling Executive Committee, where the Damascus-based

By ROUBA ASADI
Associated Press Writer
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Pope reaches out to Russian church
VILNIUS, Lithuania (AP) — Pope John Paul II reached out Sun- .
day to the Russian Orthodox Church and warned against the revi'
val of ancient European divisions and
a desire to avenge modernday oppression.
On the second day of his visit to this Roman Catholic stronghold.
.
ot the former Soviet Union, the pope also went out of
his way to il'
send greetings to Moscow. And he met with leaders of Lithuania's'
Jnewish community, which was nearly wiped out during World War

111•LPI*1.7t1

,
.

hundreds of law-enforcement
officials as well as soldiers from
Fort Knox, where Thomas Sulemnrp Min
atirm ahnitt a
cci.
.ski was training to be an Army
•
i iic vo
I SCCIIICU micro. on patcning up aillerences
.-"
with tne
mechanic. The Suleskis were
hie motive or whether Alex's
60-rion-member Russian Orthodox Church, which made its own
showered with donations of food
remains have been found,
gestule by sending an envoy to Vilnius.
and
money,
which
was
put
in
an
Errol Brumm, a 48-year-oldThe Russian church has accused the Vatican of overzealous misArmy veteran who still lives in account at Hardin County Bank
sionary activity in Russia, dealing a major setback to the pontiff's
and Trust, Duvall said.
the mobile home across the street
goal of a united, more "Christian" Europe in the post-Communist '
Radcliff Police Officer Aaron
from where the -Suleskis lived.
era.
Hardy, who was on the original
.
also was shocked by the grisly
The pope began his day Sunday by paying tribute to Lithuania's
investigating team, said Saturday'
allegations about the girl's death. he was relieved the case was
suffering during 50 years of Soviet occupation.
-Brumm remembers Alex's closed.
He prayed at the tombs of 18 people killed by tanks and gunfire
during the 1991 uprising against Soviet power, and lauded the
quest for freedom that "refused to bend before the dark and relent:
less waves of a violence that ignored God and debased humanity."
But, he added, "I desire to pray.and forgive." The temptation
-. for revenge, he said, "always leads into useless labyrinths of
WANT encompasses law
officers provided assistance to a
hatred.enforcement agencies from eight
police agency.
.
counties and 12 cities that share
In recommending that WANT
resources and personnel to invesmanagement
tigate illegal drug activity in the
Paducah police, the report sugJackson Purchase.
. Oyinlolo, heatedly accused hagcsts that the Purchase Area FROM PAGE 1
Much criticism in the state
Development District could assist leagues apparently stumbled onto lian troops of not coming to the
report centered on the absence of
•
the ambush, the official said. The aid of his soldiers, underscoring
in the management, as developwritten policies and procedures
was later listed in fair to divisions
force.mat
d
within the 29-nation
ment districts in other regions of
on, how funds were spent, who
an
condition
at
American
U.N.
g
was allowed to use equipment the state manage similar multiplemilitary hospital.
Reporters visiting the .scene
county drug -enforcement
purchased with WANT funds and
In
New
York,
U.N.
Secretaryhours
after the ambush occurred
who was in charge when WANT Programs.
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali saw Italian soldiers lolling_ behind
deplored the deaths, and said they their sandbags, with the bodies of
demonstrated "the urgent need" four Nigerians clearly visible
to disarm all of Somalia's several hundred ,yards down the
factions.
Italian opposition to raids in
Retired Adm. 'Jonathan Howe, search of Aidid caused a rift in
and local laws," the bill says_
to water-treatment mandates
the U.N. special envoy to Somali- the U.N. alliance.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abram- • separately on the monthly water
a, called the ambush a "wanton,
The ambush came on the eve
son, president of the National bill, Bowling said.
•unprovoked and premeditated of completing a planned Italian
Association of NlayorS. said a
but
"That's going a little far,
attack" and blamed it on Aidid. handover of the area to the
national press conference is sche- maybe that's what it's going to
'Robert Gosende, the U.S. spe- Nigerians.
duled Oct. 27 to kick off National take" to help illustrate the probcial representative in Somalia,
Since the United Nations took
Mandates Day.
said the attack emphasized the over the humanitarian effort in
said. "I think Ike
the beginning of a cam- lem, Bowling
need to quickly capture Aidid, Somalia from a U.S.-led military
government needs to get
paign intended to raise the level federal
who has been waging an urban coalition in early May, 47 peaceletting communities get
to
back
of awareness on this issue,'
guerrilla war against the United keepers have been killed arid- 175
creating their own
to
back
Abramson said. "If the federal
Nations for months.
.
wounded in clashes with militia
government is asking for 20 to 30 destinies."
The commander of Nigerian forces. Four Americans have
Some mandates cover things
percent of our budget, ... we now
forces in Somalia, Lt. Col. Ola died.
many communities would do on
have 20 to 30 percent less to be
their own, such as police and fire
spent at the local level,
'If they're going to require us department training standards,
to do something, then they need
but others are uncalled for or too
to send us the dollars to imple- stringent, Montgomery said. Faiblacks and to those earning less
FROM PAGE 1
ment it."
lure to comply with federal manThe Danville City Commission
dates can result in fines or funds
The telephone poll of 1,004 than 5I5,000.
Two-thirds of those polled said
is considering listing costs related
withheld in other areas, she said.
adults was taken the last five
days of August by ICR Survey Social Security spending is effiResearch Group, part of AUS cient, not wasteful. Men were
Consultants. Results have a mar- more likely to consider it wastegin of sampling erro1 of plus or ful than women, upper-income
people more than lower-income,
minus 3 percentage points,
was completed. .
young people more than old peoOpinion
was
FROM PAGE 1
lopsided
on
how
"We decided we were going to
ple, Republicans more than
the
much
federal
government
of the best music of all times. do it anyway," he
said.
wastes: 72 percent said "a great Democrats.
"Young people today are not
Proceeds from the performance
deal" and 23 percent said "quite
Those who say a program is
being
to American music will benefit the ennunitv
im
thtra
i •• -r
_ exposed
.
a wt.
I WU percent saw
not wasteful may still support it or
and American composers," he re. Lancaster said a portion of the
very much," and 3 percent were tolerate its expense. They may
said. "During the 1940s, there money raised will be donated to
not sure.
waisnet the
. same money spent more
was absolutcl beautiful music." the jazz program at Murray State
Responses were more varied
ly.
This cabaret was the brainchild University's WKMS 93 FM.
w
when
different categories of --- Those who thought the federal
of the late Bobby Bryan, who
The show begins with an 8 p.m
spending were mentioned. Fifty- hidget could be hacked by half
worked with WKMS.
performance Thursday and Frione percent said military spend- or more were somewhat more
"We had talked about doing day. Sunday's production begins
ing is wasteful, for example, and likely to consider Social Security
something like this for a while," at 2 p.m. Tickets are S5. Reservadissenters were largely Souther- wasteful. Even so, six in 10 of
Lancaster said.
(ions can be made by calling the
ners, people who live outside these heavy cutters did not call
Bryan died before the project Playhouse at 759-1752.
metropolitan areas and those Social Security wasteful.
whose families earn less than
Most of those polled, 94 perS15,000 a year.
cent
found wastefulness in at
Welfare seemed wasteful to 59
percent overall, but not to most least one of nine categories listed
in the poll.
Agreement that any
--,
. . ll A
particular category was wasteful
Miss your paper?
ranged from 71 percent in foreign
aid and 56 percent in, the.Srts to
Subscribers who have not
38 percent in health tare for the
received their h°rne-delivered
elderly and 29 percent in Social
copy of the Murray Ledger & i_.security.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
.
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
In other categories, 44 perce
Saturday are urged to call
said the government was wasted
'753-1916 and ask for the cirin drug treatment, 14 percent in
culation department between
environmental protection and 42
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
percent in price supports fog
farmers.
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Cooler weather prompts
gardening maintenance
The cooler weather is a great
relief to me and my garden. But
it is not an unmixed blessing for
me. I have put off doing many
tasks because of the heat and now
that the temperatures are moderate. I no longer have any
excuse to avoid some of my least
favonte garden activities.
Looking around outside, I can
see that there is a lot of work to
be done. Weeds are taking over
the flower beds. The edge
between the beds and the lawn
has completely disappeared.
Privets are threatening to
engulf the front porch. Dead
flower stalks beg to be cut off
and sent to the compost pile. I
spend more than a little time contemplating the map-I-rude of the
job ahead of mc, and get overwhelmed with the thought of the
whole thing.
And perversely I decide that
really it's too late iri the day to
start such a monumental undertaking (as if I could complete
everything in a day, anyway), and
put off even starting to work in
the garden until tomorrow.
Belatedly I realize that there is
no need to try and get all the edging and clipping and weeding
done all at once. So if I pull a
few weeds and temporarily free a
few plants from their oppressors.
I also take the opportunity to
do something else I have been
avoiding. I start to take stock of
which plants survived the scorching heat.
Well, I lost some basil plants,
probably .because of the lack of
water, and the caraway thyme
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By Cathleen Lalicker
looks a little thin. But the garlic
chives have just started to produce their fresh clear white blossoms, and the sedum is turning a
pale pink.
Bright green and yellow swallowtail butterfly caterpillars are
feeding on the bronze ferules.
Contrary to what you might
think, this delights me. as I know
that the fennel feeds next year's
butterflies.
I am not so happy when I find
the caterpillars eating the dark
maroon blossoms of angelica
gigas. I move those worms to the
bronze fennel.
Now that I have finally gotten
Out in the garden and have started
to tackle the weeds, I find out
that the task isn't as bad as I've
made myself believe.
- I still would rather only look at
flowers instead of pulling the
grass that's invaded my beds.
But I'm not going to wake up
one morning and find that magically, the weeds have decided to
live elsewhere.iSo as little as I
really want to, its time to get out,
in the garden, get rid of the
weeds and give my flowers room
to grow.

MSU boar sale set for Sept. 9
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Pork producers within the Murray State University service region get their boards from the
"best little boarhouse in Kentucky." That is the name that has
been tagged to the Boar Test Station and its reputation within the
industry will entice swine herdsmen from a four-state area to participate in the Murray State
Tested Boar Sale Sept. 9.
The sale will be held at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center
and boars will be available for
selection at 5 p.m. Soundness
scoring will be held at 5:30 p.m.,
followed by the sale at 7 p.m.
MSU was selected as the site
of the station which is selfsupported by the Kentucky Pork
Producers. The barn, built in
1990 on Murray State's north
farm complex, basically consists
of 20 individual pens equipped to
hold 2-3 pigs.
Animals are brought to the station at approximately 6 weeks of
age where they remain in a controlled environment throughout
the six-month rotation cycle.
Quality is a key qualification
that breeders look for in animals
to add to their production herds
and all boars consigned to the
MSU station test negative for
pseudorabies and brucellosis
prior to delivery or originate

Ventilation vital
in tobacco curing
Tobacco producers should
watch the weather and adjust the
ventilation system on their curing
facility to make sure they have
the right conditions for a good
cure.
"Hot, humid weather often
requires much more ventilation
and wider spacing to tobacco for
removal of moisture to effect a
good curing," said George Duncan of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Weather in September could
become cool and dry, requiring
closure of ventilator doors or side
curtain's on plastic structures to
contain moisture and slow down
drying and prevent mottled or
'piebald' colors."
By following weather patterns
tad adjusting-- ventilatiew as
needed good color can be
obtained and good prices as well.
"A daily average of 70-75 percent relative humidity is desirable
for good curing as long temperature are in the. 60 to 90 clever
range." he said.

from a validated and qualified
PR' herd.
Kevin Smith has assumed the
position of manager for the station, working closely with
advisement from Dr. Jim Davis,
professor of agriculture at Murray
State.
Smith is a non-traditional student who commutes daily from
his home in Hopkinsville.
A community college transfer
student, he enrolled at MSU during the fall 1992 semester to earn
an 'agricultural degree specializing in the field of animal science.
His job at the statio is to basically hande all daily operations,
from hands-on care of the animals to promotion of the station
throughout swine industry.
Buyers unable to attend the
sale may telephone bids to Smith
at (502) 762-3125 on Thursday,
Sept. 9.
In addition, a Youth Livestock
Exposition involving students
from throughout the Purchase
Region will be held Sept. 11 at
the Expo Center. Livestock
expositions are sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture Division of Shows and Fairs,
and are held in conjunction with
Murray State University, which
provides site facilities and show
production assistance.
For additional information on
any of the agricultural shows orprograms of study offered at
Murray State contact Davis at
(502) 762-69.30.

USDA seeks amendment in
viral vaccine regulations
The proposed rule .hariges
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Agriculture Department wants. to methods or requirements for test
amend regulations for testing ing certain veterinary hiologi..1
seven viral vaccines used to pre- products used to prey CM t..111111.•
vent disease in canines.
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Guy Luther Is shown disking a tobacco field In prepraration for sowing the fall cover crop. To stay eligible for price support, a tobacco
field on highly erodible land must be sown In some type of vegetative cover by Nov. 1.
For Your Con‘rnience No%v Oilers

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Sowing cover crop aids in
conservation, management

p
UPS Pick-Up
Monda

- Frida

Ship ‘1vekl
For decades, sowing _a_cover
crop after tobacco harvest has
been considered a good soil conservation and management
practice.
A small grain, legume or grass
cover on the soil through the
winter and early springis beneficial in several ways.
The roots and vegatative
canopy provided by the cover
crop greatly reduces sheet and rill
erosion that bare soils are subjeu
to.
Cover crops increapc water
infiltration, help to prevent nutrient leaching and soil strut lure Is
improved from the root

penetration
There is also an additional benefit of a fall cover crop on tobacco fields. Sowing a cover crop on
tobacco fields before Nov. 1 is
part of a government approved
soil conservation plan. One of
these USDA benefits is price support on tobacco.
Now is the, time to get ready to
sow your cover crop, gain all of
the agronomic benefits and stay
eligible for price support on your
tobacco.
If you have any questions
about the conservation plans for
your farm, call the local Soil
Conservation Service at
-st sist .

Foreign land owners must
report holdings to ASCS
To avoid federal penalties and
monetary fines, foreign owners of
U.S. agricultural land must report
their holding, acquisitions, dispositions, leases of 10 years or
more and land use changes within
90 days to the Agrieulotural Stabilization and Conservation Service (AS('S).
"The report is required by law,
and must he filed if all or part of
the land bought, sold or on Which
the title is transferred to another
person is agricultural," said
Harrcton Henton Jr., ASCS State
Executive Director.
Failure to report could result in
civil penalty of up to 25 percent
of the fair market value of the
interests held in the agricultural
land.
As of Dec. 31, I992, foreign
investors have reported owning
14.5 million acres of agricultural
land in the United States, 95,597
acres in Kentucky.
For reporting purposes, agricultural land is any tract of more
than 10 acres in the aggregate
now in farming, forestry or timber production. This includes
land in agricultural use when pur-

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

For Electrical Service

,.liased, as well as land later conNerted to agricultural use.
ASCS is responsible for mcmitoning how much agricultural
land is owned or controlled by
foreign individuals or interest.
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
4

Ross
Insurance
Agency
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6th & Main
753-0489

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
Vir CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4,925
$3,725 2'ir CAR (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 21/1 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825
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What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper read?
s

(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)

It's Snip, lip, Rip
Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
*fore you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers

David Morris Electric

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.

1 To Advertise in Murray and Calloway County's
#1 News Source Call 753-1916 Today.
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Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS
Condemns the 'incite hate' tactics
Dear Editor
Senator Bob Dole, who used to be my hero as a great patriot and
public servant, has totally destroyed his credibility with me and the
American people by his lies as he misrepresents President Clinton's
programs to lift our economy, reduce the deficit and present a health
insurance plan to include the 45 million in our country who do not
now have any insurance at all. Bob Dole is such a sore loser, he
spouts hate-mongering quips against President Clinton every time he
opens his mouth. He intentionally urges the American people to turn
against their President. Is that patriotic?
I even thought at one time he would make a wonderful President.
Just two years ago, I was eager to vote for Elizabeth Dole should she
choose to run for President. No more! Dole's hate is so obvious when
with tongue in cheek be espouses "Mr. President, I believe in giving a
new man a chance," then attacks him with the ferocity of a pit bull.
Dole is dangerous in that he's powerful enough to incite hate in his
fellowman against our President. He must carry the responsibility of
this because there are those out there who will resort to action when
hate boils up inside. I sat next to a lady at a public meeting for our
representative a few weeks ago. She had in her portfolio, open to see,
a letter from someone signed Rev. So & So. I read "Dear Christian
Friend, If you support President Clinton, you will be serving Satan..."
How horrible. I had heard on the news this spring that a pastor in
Georgia had mailed 28,000 letters out from his church alone, a similar
letter arousing hate for Clinton. How sad and dangerous that sort of
thing is in a land so full of personally owned hand guns. I realize now
that letters like that have been mailed all over these United States.
Plus people on the airways like Pat Robertson, Rush Limbaugh, Paul
Harvey, Ross Perot, Phil Grimm, Bob Michel., Newt Gingrich,
Mitch McConnell, Orrin Hatch and the other public servants who are
so given to innuendoes, half truths, and outright lies to foster the hate
for their President. When, if they were really patriotic and had real
compassion, they could be speading goodness and joy across this land.
Sour grapes can really make some people sick in the head and downright mean.
Dole said on a talk show election night, he would bring Clinton to
failure by holding in front of him the deficit, demanding he give full
time to reducing it; and if that did not keep him too busy to work on
lifting the economy, he would sec to it that world trouble spots were
kept in his face constantly so that Clinton could not have any time to
get job programs started, help small business, aid inner cities and education. Because helping the people at home would make Clinton popular with the people. Dole told his Republican cohorts: we can have
none of that.
Dole's ill will has not worked yet. Bill has proved to be a strong,
compassionate, dedicated President. This green-eyed monster of hate
is devastating to some though. Vincent Foster took his own life in
despair.
The truth is that President Clinton is so young, energetic, intelligent, intellectual, handsome, wise, good, compassionate, so caring
about the needs of his fellowman. full of integrity and willingness to
lay his life on the line for programs to lift the economy of this country, that it baffles the minds of those selfish Republicans who are
stricken by the green-eyed monster. They can only take potshots about
haircuts, or having a beautiful wife that is too intelligent, and-about
ANYTHING, EVERYTHING, and NOTHING that is irrelevant but
will stir up the general public and bring our "brilliant" media folk who
arc also sulking to their mikes to blast away with anything that will
'
belittle their President so that tongues will wag.
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Patriotism could be expressed in all of us by pulling together to
support our President's programs to lift the economy. Our debts will
be paid when our people get back to work. Our slums will be cleared
when there is a job for everyone. Our gangs will cease to be when our
children have duties worthwhile to occupy their time. Our problems
will be solved when our wealthier folk assume their full responsibility
for this mess we are in. Our abortion clinics will rot down from lack
of use when men assume their responsibility and insist their sons do
the same for pregnancies they bring about. (There will be no need for
abortion when real responsibility is exercised. There will be no need
to call a woman a murderer.) You think about it, Christian friend. Prevention is the answer, not punishment.
So long as the wealthier of our society are not asked to pay their
fair share, we will have no equality, no lifting of the economy.
Because, they, like royalty, have been in power too long. They swim
in their private pools bragging "I worked for what I've got" as if the
rest of us just goofed off. They care not about you and me. They
entertain themselves by complaining around the bridge table about the
poor woman on welfare having another baby so that she can get more
welfare money. Being a mother of four myself, I say: "What a neat
way to make more money! Can't see why rich folks miss out on all
this fun!"
As a Christian, it hurts me deeply to see professed Christians
sucked into this rathole of "hate your president" knowing that some of
the pulpits across this land are aiding and abetting them. People are so
gullible. It helps me understand David Koresh's miserable hold Over
'people. Preachers are powerful people. They should be accountable.
There is a lack of consistency in some of these Christians who say
that they believe their pastors and fellow Christians, but balk at
believing President Clinton's former pastor (a professor at Southern
Seminary in Louisville) saying that he knew Clinton to be a totally
devout Christian. he never knew a more compassionate man who
acted on his faith. He was a fellow who brought his Bible in hand to
church from boyhood. He sought out church as a boy by himself. He
took part in all phases of the church program. He rarely missed. He
sang in the choir. He taught Sunday School. He became this pastor's
fast friend. When Bill married, his wife Hillary became a close friend
also and they still visit pich other to this day. This former pastor
sought out others who knew Bill Clinton and found no one to refute
his own impression of him.
We need to wake up, America! Of course, positive does not sell
news or get a listening ear: but it would be good for our country.
Please, let's start a positive Support Your President Club. Stop your
hate. It "ain't" healthy for you or your country. You don't believe that
hOgwash Bob Dole is telling you and HE KNOWS IT'S A LIE. He
apt wants to he President. Wake up. America, before we are one more'
irflion in debt!
Edith Noffsinger
1109 Olive. Murray

Amendment could be sign of trouble
As the summer heat wanes, we
can all look forward to other
things heating up. Don't forget
the November general election is
just around the corner.
Yes, we will all be bombarded
with politicians as they make
their way through the county
shaking hands, making pledges
and asking for support. It is the
American way.
In a recent Murray City Council meeting, members voted to
approve a recommendation from
the Murray Planning Commission
to change, a political sign ordinance that has not been enforced
since it was passed because some
thought it was unconstitutional.
The previous ordinance
restricted the size of signs, as
well as the time the signs could
be posted. It also restricted the
displaying of signs to "one sign
per lot."
City Attorney Don Overbey
said he does not think` that language would stand a constitutional test. I agree.
However, the amendment calls
for "one sign per candidate per
lot" in addition to the size and
time limits.
Overbey said during the Aug.
27 council meeting that this language, although it has not been
tested in the courts, would have a
better chance of "cutting the
mustard."
Maybe.

Rt)()KEI) LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
governments to limitpolitical
speech in the interest of clutter.
Restricting the size of a sign
and the amount of time a sign
may be displayed could be
argued in the interest of public
safety and fairness.
Restricting the number of signs
a candidate, or his supporters,
may display is in essence,
restricting a person's freedom of
speech.
While enforcement was a concern of many council members, I
don't think the revised ordinance
will be any more enforceable.
Will our police officers, while
on routine patrol, count the number of signs per candidate on
every lot in town? If there is a
violation, will a citation be
written?
If I.choose to place six signs
for one candidate in my front
yard, I do not think the city council or the police department has
the right to tell me to take those
signs down, ordinance or no
ordinance.
On public property, the issue

Although I do not enjoy seeing
hundreds of signs littering our
public lots and even the lawns of
private homes. I do not think the
new language would endure a
constitutional battle.
There is a much-used doctrine
the framers built into our First
Amendment called "freedom of
speech." Its ideals have been
argued time and time again and
the courts have made few exceptions to its foundation.
I don't think political free
speech is any different.
We, as American citizens, have
the right to express our opinions
freely. (That is unless I plaster
signs in my front yard that advocate overthrowing the President
or assassinating our governor.) '
We can't maliciously spread
rtimors that would do irreparable
harm to another's reputation.
As a member of the media, I
am fully aware of Supreme Court
rulings on libel and slander.
But while studying media law
in college, I don't ever remember
the courts agreeing to allow local

may be more blurred. However,
when you get down to it, if the
property is public, why shouldn't
all citizens have the freedom to
place the political signs they so
t lot? the lot.
xpathyaers
on
La
own
chooseThe
I know the council has the best
interests of the citizens of Murray
at heart. However, it stems this
ordinance could create a great
deal more trouble for the city, if
challenged, than the Council
would - like.
I would love to see public lots
without campaign signs. But I
don't think an ordinance is the
answer.
I'd like all candidates for
elected office to pledge to voluntarily limit their signs to one per
lot. This idea seemed to make an
Paducah during the
primary.
Citizens can restrain their
.speech, any speech, voluntarily.
We do not need ordinances.
according to the constitution, to.
tell us what we can and cannot
say.
Perhaps as November and the
starting date of campaign sign
displays near, candidates would•
be kind enough to use their best
judgment when it comes to their
signs.
As a voter. I would appreciate
a candidate who appreciates the
aesthetics of this city.
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Dew Drop
By Peggy Reeder
My earliest memories of Dew
Drop Rowlett are rather vague. She
was our physical education teacher
when we were in grade school and
in those memories she is a rather
shadowy figure — not quite fullblown. By the seventh grade,
however, she had become that fullblown entity in my life and continued to be so until Sunday morning, August 29, 1993. At that early
stage of our lives, little did any of us
— her students— comprehend how
she would impact our lives.
During our high school days,
most of us encountered her daily —
in the classroom, the gym,or on the
athletic playing field. She was a
demanding teacher. I never heard
her outlaw the words "I cant" in her
classes, but all of us knew better
than to use them. Most of us were

teacher and friend
for all seasons.
Little did we realize that she
would continue to be a presence in
our lives far beyond commencement. Teachers and their students
have a singular relationship. It is
often the teachers who become the
students' touchstones and connections. Teachers always seem to
know where their charges are and
What they're doing, so they become
avenues of information for helping
students maintain contact with that
which once was. The relationship is
symbiotic in that students also give
to teachers. They give the joy of
potential fulfilled. Teachers take
pleasure in knowing that they may
have played some small part in.the
students' fulfillment.
For many of us Dew Drop was
our touchstone and connection. She
steadfastly maintained her interest

not superior athletes, just awkward
immature teenagers! However, we
knew what her expectations of us
were and we knew better than to do
other than she expected.
In the gym and on the playing
field, she was a familiar figure in her
white starched "bloomer" outfit or
the navy blue shorts and white shirt.
Around her neck was the ever-present whistle, attached to a couple of
white shoelaces Which completed
the "necklace!" When she strode
through the door to the classroom
though,she lookedas if she had just
arrived from Saks Fifth Avenue.
The classy suits and costume
jewelry only added to the imposing
figure she already was and the entire
package bespoke the word "PROFESSIONAL!" As she sailed to her
desk the scent of "White Shoulders"
wafted in her wake. She was a lady

in us. Her home and her heart were
always open to us and she visited
with many of us in our homes. She
shared our joys, our pains, ow: ups,
our downs. She phoned us; she
wrote us letters. Far beyond the
classroom, she was our friend.
Dew Drop's athletic prowess has
been recognized many times. Certainly she was most deserving of all
the accolades. More importantly
however, was her love for people —
it never faltered. Frequently during
the last year she would end our
weekly conversations with "We
love you." And you, Dew Drop, we
lave you too!

•

Editor's Note: Peggy Reeder is
a 1957 graduate of Murray High
School and was a student of Dew
Drop Rowlett. She now lives in'
Russellville, Ky.

Space grab not wise politically
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The thing to remember is, the
primary interest of your garden
variety legislator in Kentucky is
re-election. Everything else is
secondary.
That's why the General
Assembly's decision to evict
nearly- 300 state employees from
the Capitol Annex and take the
space over for themselves is so
hard to understand.
It's the kind of baldfaced grab
for power and perks that irks voters. But it's also the kind of institutional decision that individual
legislators will be able to lambast
and deny responsibility for back
home.
That's the same mentality that
prompts legislators — the ruling
Democrats at least — to make
collective decisions in secret caucuses. Simply put, it lets legislators lie about whether they were
for or against something.
"Ohhh, I was (for) (against)
something," they can whimper
back home. "But I was outvoted
in the caucus." And no one will
ever be the wiser.
The plan is simple. Legislators
have ordered that ordinary state
employees who have worked in
the east wing of the Capitol
Annex to find other space. The
legislators want it for their own
offices.
Cost estimates range dp to
about S3 million, but that ftgure
is probably misleading. It
includes a ridiculously low Rgure
for furnishings and nothing to
pay for the rent on space for the
displaced .workers.

CAI'lTO I. I D EAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
times a month during the off
times. The fact that they spend
more time than that in Frankfort
could be further indication of
their own lack of responsibility.
Some legislators truly treat the
period between legislative sessions as a time to learn about
pending issues, to prepare themselves. Others treat it as a chance
to come to Frankfort at taxpayer
expense.
Many legislative committees
have to invent tOpics to discuss
during the interim that have little
or no relevance to pending issues.
True, special sessions have
become as common as legislators
dozing off during meetings. But
why?
This year, there were lengthy
special sessions on legislative
ethics and health care. Ethics had
to come up this year because the
legislature lacked the institutional
will to curb its own abuses until
forced to do so by public pressure. And the health care session
(sessions?) were little more than
political vanity for Gov. Brereton
Jones.
Both of those topics could
have been handled in a regular
session. The one in 1992, in fact.
A lot could be done during the

As it stands now, individual
legislators have individual .desks
and carrels in the basement of the
annex. But that's not good
enough, they say. There's no privacy, they complain. Lobbyists
(gasp!) citizens (eek!) can come
and go as they please.
In other words, legislators
again need to be saved from
themselves. If they don't want
lobbyists in their offices, there's
a simple solution. Don't let them
in. What difference is having private offices going to make? The
only plausible difference is that
having a door to close will make
meeting with a lobbyist more of a
secret. Is there a trend here?
If they need space to meet with
constituents, use the space
they've got or appropriate some
small meeting rooms.
Legislators say they need more
help. Under the new plan, groups
of four to eight of them would
share a secretary. The fact is, a
walk through legislative offices
now will show many of those
employees reading books and
generally trying to kill time until
4:30 p.m.
Legislators are only supposed
to come to Frankfort for a session
every other year and a couple of

1"11r.
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first four to six weeks of the
legislature, if only more people
would be inclined to do so. In
practice, nothing of real significance or controversy even gets
introduced until after the filing
deadline for the primary election.
Moving the filing deadline to late
January helped somewhat, even if
it was done solely to provide
more political protection for
themselves.
But like those students, legislators also usually put off until the
very last minute cramming for
tests. Thus, much important legislation is not even introduced until
the last possible moment. Savvy
lobbyists and legislators know the
sense of urgency of an ending
session will force much legislation through the mill with less
time for thoughtful consideration.
Some will resort to the abused
notion of legislative independence. Collectively, legislators
have not yet demonstrated the
responsibility to be given full
independence. Much like the
18-year-old who goes off to college. There's the choice between
playing every night or studying.
And like a freshmen boy's dorm
— the legislature, after all, is still
overwhelmingly male and juvenile — when legislators get
together, there's still more hijinks
than high purpose.
Voters have demonstrated time
and again, they don't want the
legislatia to be full-time. They
don't Mt a legislature with -a
whole lot more power than it has
now. These are just attempts to
circumvent that popular will.

•
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TODAY
English, math classes
to be offered at center

JO'S DATEBOOK
WCVer.

In an effort to aide adults in
preparation for the GED high
school equivalency, the ACT
examination, or the test for
Vocational/Technical school,
Murray State University will
offer free classes in English
grammar and general math for
adults 16 years of age or older
who are not currently enrolled in
a public 01°01.
Classes begin Sept. 13 at Murray State University Adult Learning Center on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
.According to Carol Lane, coordinator of the Adult Learning
Carol Turley, right, president of Auxiliary of Murray VFW Post 6291, Is Center. the math class Will meet
pictured with Kentucky Department Commander Eddie Akers of Howard
front 8:30 to 10 a.m. and the
and Kentucky Department President Lyndon Knight of Morgantown at
English class will meet from
the national convention at Dallas, Texas
10- l0 a.m. to noon for six weeks
in room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Jo Burkeen
Today editor
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Singles (SOS) plans activities
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities today,
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. The group will meet at Murray
State University Pavillon today at 2 p.m. for a Labor day picnic
and games with Linda as hostess. Singles should bring a dish to
share. On Tuesday the group will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce Centre with Linda Marshall to present a program on
"Thoughts on Coping." On Wednesday the group will meet at 6
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to carpoot/caravan to the country
western dance lessons at Bordertown. Thursday's events will
include volleyball at 7 p.m. at MSU Pavillion with Sheila as hostess. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224,
or Linda, 437-4414. .•
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VFW Ladies Auxiliary
meeting held at Dallas

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday, Sept. 8, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.
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National Veterans of Foreign
Wars and Ladies Auxiliaries met
Aug. 24 in Dallas. Texas. with
Department Comdr. Eddie Akers
of Howard and Department Presi-,,
dent Lynda Knight of Morgantown heading up the Kentucky
delegation.
Carolyn Huneke of Newport,
1992-93 president, was runner-up
for Department President of the
year and also accepted awards for
Travis Sam,lers of Louisville,
Beatrice Atkins. Barbara Ragan
and Helen Massengale of Florence, Pamela Ford of Madisonville, Betty French and Doris Koch
of Louisville, Maxine Wilson of
Aberdeen -Ohio, Jean Beard of
Danville, Martha Langley of Providence, Conductress Nano
Jones of Dixon, and Hudson Era

Dorcas Class plans breakfast
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
breakfast on Thursday. Sept. 9, at 8:30 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltner arc teachers for the class. Martha Farris.
president, urges all member and associate members to attend.
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Westside plans Bible Study
Ladies Bible Study, "Precept on Precept," will begin Tuesday,
Sept. 7, at 9:30 a.m. at Westside Baptist Church. A nursery will be
available. For more information call 759-1270.
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First Baptist WMU will meet
The WMU of First Baptist Church will observe the Week of
Prayer for Kentucky State Missions on Tuesday, Sept. 7, at 9:30
a.m. at the church. A potluck salad supper will be served after the
meeting. A nursery will be provided. All women are invited to
attend.

Blankenship Circle will meet

,

The Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Women will meet Wednesday, Sept. 8, with Donna
Whitfield and Donna Jackson as hostesses. Leader will be Cynthia
Barnes.
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Ladies' events planned

Free blood pressure checks Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given at Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church on Tuesday, Sept. 7, from noon ti 2 p.m. This is
a free service of the church, located at Sycamore and South 15th
Streets.
•

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will open the 1993-94
year with a meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 7, at 4 p.m. in the Annex of
, Brown, president, urges all
Calloway County Public Library. Limembers and interested persons to attend.
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A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Sept. 7, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Ladies day events will be at
Murray Country Club on Wednesday. Sept. 8.
Bridge will be played at 9.1()
a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris.
Golf will be play at 9:30 a.m.
Members are asked to note the
later tee-time.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Toni Hopson and
Tonja Fikc. If a person is unable
to play, please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Ti. 1 - Evelyn Jones, Betty Stewart,

Toni Hopson and Mary O'Day,

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting
from Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6
p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 7. For more information call 753-0082.

Art Guild open during week
Murray Art Guild is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday and from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Patricia Clark, president, urges all interested persons to visit the Guild
at 103 North Sixth St., Murray, during these hours.

SERVICE NOTES
MARINE LANCE CPL.
WILLIAM T. FAGAN, son of
Marcie E. Kimble of Rt. 2, Wingo, is currently midway through a
six-month Mediterranean Sea
deployment with 3rd Battalion,
8th Marines, 2nd Marine Division, Marine Corps Base, Camp
Lejeune, N.C.
Fagan is part of the Mediterranean Amphibious, Ready Group
which includes " approximately
2,150 Marines.
During the deployment, the
ready group has participated in
several bilateral training exercises including Alexandros '93,
the first U.S. and Greek amphibious exercise since 1978. The
ready group has also provided a
naval presence in the Adriatic
Sea off the coast of the former
Republic of Yugoslavia in support of Operation Provide Promhi
Deny
ise and

/ler of Whitesburg.
Department Junior Vice President Kay-e Phillips of Louisville
and Department Guard Helen
Colasanti of RineyVille acapted
awards for 1992-93 chairmanships. Southern Conference President Jackie Kastm received three
awards for or in publicity for
1992-91,
as announced that the
It
Ladies Vietnam Vets Memorial is
on enroute to Washington. D.C.
There will he a march to celebrate the first Ladies Veteran
Monument on Nov. 11, 1943.
All t() Department presidents
were present at the national con sermon. Juanita Crowe of Tennessee was elected president of
the National Ladies' Auxiliaries
to the VEW of USA for 1991-94

The Navy-Marine Corps team
is capable of a full range of
action — from port visits to
humanitarian relief to major
offensive operations, from the
sea.
The 1990 graduate of Graves
County High School, joined the
Marine Corps in October 1991.

Tie 3 - Margaret Shuffett, Sue Outland, Betty Scott and Norman Frank.
Ti. 4- Billie Cohoon. Peggy Shoemaker, Nancy Haverstock and Billie

Wilson
Ten 5 - Louise Lamb Beth Belote
Rowena Cullom and Frances Richey.
Ti. 6 - LaVern Ryan, Marion Poole
and Sue Callahan
Several of the members will be play
ed at In State Tournament at
Paducah
Winners of play on Wednes-

day, Sept. I, have been -released
by Billie Wilson and Rainey
Apperson, hostesses, as follov.s:
Championship flight winner
and medalist, lnus Orr, Betts
Lowry, low putts;
First flight winner - Evelyn
Jones;
Second flight winner - Rainey
Apperson;
Third flight winner - Billie
Wilson;
Fourth flight ssinner - Marian
Poole.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Sept. 7
py mSe
Pia.g11ai's
/?
"a,
6
io/7
Info/
Single TtSlo
Wsnnona, 751 784S. or Joe. 1-527-9177
Murray Lodge Su. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 10 pm /lodge hall
Murray -Calloway ,County .iimera_
Club/7 pm /Calloway County Public
Bingo
;r) Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Iifbi
pm /Water Valley Com
Department/6
munits Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/a pm /American Legion Build
mg. South Sixth and Maple Streets
8t16 or
1.1a post Church/8
o11451 4"4
a Mem i4
inufP;e61: 811
P
pm
uesday, Sept. 7
Downtown Business Associaoon/5 30
p rn /Pagliai's
Calloway County Middle School Site Based Decision Making _Council/7
p m /Middle School Library
Murray Optimist (71ub/6 - 30
pm illomeplace Restaurant
Kentucky -Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
pm 1 1PUIC
checks/noon-2
Free blood p
p m /Murray Seventh Day Adventist
Church
Alpha Mu Chapter 04760 of -ESA/6r 45
p m /home of Maiarri Terhune
Calloway County Public Library events
include Perents and Twos/9 30 a m and
Story Hour/10 10 a m
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's
flub/salad potluck supper/home of Sue
Allison
Murray High School events include Golf
learn hosts Sr Mary's and triple header
S1XCef at Reidland
Calloway County High School events
include Girls Sioccer/4 pm.and Boys
!6 p m at home with Marshall
,w-cneir
:
Sw
(

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Sept. 8.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Sue Wells and Agnes Payne
as hostesses.
Players will be lined up at the
tee.
Winners of golf scramble play
on Wednesday, Sept. 1, have
been released by Jan Ochoa and
Nancy Rogers... hostesses, as
follows:
First Place Team - Jan Ochoa,
Nancy Rogers and Joanne
Honefanger;

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY

'Commercial, Residential and Apartment
Carpet Cleaning, Full Line of Janitorial Service Building Maintenance - Professional Window Cleaning
24 Hour Availability For Emergencies

Rebekah Brock & Marc Duchette
Cindy Bailey & Dean Cillihan

iider

Amy Waldrop de Brad Maness

Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance

Robirr Westerman & Chad Lee Young

Roger A. Moredock
Owner/Operator

474-8339

Just Off Hwy. 94- 3 Mi. West of

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Society (SOS)P
p m /Chamher of Commerce Info, PanicIs. 753 763$ or Jeanne, 753-0221.

Singles Organizational

Second Place Team - Shirley
Wade, Bronda Parker, Doris Rose
and Hazel Beale;
Third Place Team - Laura
Parker, Sue Wells, Agnes Payne
and Nancy Hargrove;
Fourth Place Team - Della
Miller, Irene Woods, Henri
Montgomery and LaVerne
Claxton.

Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes

Aurora
"NEW ARRIVALS"

I time
11 the
They'
Fiah "a
Ii his
)11 10

Calloway County Middle School football
game at Caldwell County/6 pm
p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Infor s3 0052
Murray TOPS Club:4(eniueky 011, First
Presbyterian Church/6 p m
Dexter/senior activities/9 30 a m Info/
Floe Springer, 474-8075

Weeks Center/open 8 am 4 pm ffor
senior citizens' activities
Hazel Center/open 10 a m, 2 p m /for
senior citirens' activities
First Presbyterian Church events include
Presbyterian Women at Paris, Tenn ,
church
First United Methodist Church events
Include UMW Executive Committee/9
a m , UMW potluck dinner/6 pm ,
Finance 'and Stewardship Committees/7
pm
First Christian Church events include
Group II of CWI. 11/11 a m at log Cabin
Restaurant
Westside Baptist Church events include
Ladies Bible Study/9 10 a m
Info/759 1270
First Baptist Church events include
tluck
General WMU/9 30 a m with
salad luncheon to follow, Kathleen Jones
Group/II am Lome Moon/Fellowship
Hall/1 pm , Bea Walker w /Naomi
Rogers/7 pm
Goshen Lotted Methodist Church events
include Nominations Committee/7 p m
Regional Baptist Ministers
Conference/I0 45 a m /Mid Continent
Baptist Bible College, Mayfield
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 am 4 IS pm
National Boy Scout Muscum/open 9
am 430 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium ShOW/I I .4 m , I, 2 and 3
p m /Visitor Center, Iron Industry/I0 30
a m and 130 p m /11orneplace
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/a
pm /American Legion Hall. South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray
Calloway County Genealogical Society/4
pm /Annex of Calloway County Public
Library
Medical Explorer Post 803/Education
Unit of Murray -Calloway County
liospital/6 10 pm Info/Kathy Hodge,
762 1381
Health Express of Murray Calloway
County Ilospital/Symsonia/9 11 30 a m
and Hardin Library/i-3 pm
Cancer Support Group/3 p m /private
doling room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital Info/Nancy Rose R N or Mary
Linn MSS/762-1100
Bereavement Support Group Education
meeting/4 30 p mPvlurray Calloway
County Hospital Info/Nancy Rose,
762-1389

Oaks'events scheduled

NOW

THE

Instruction in reading skills
related to social studies, science
and literature is offered through
computer assisted instruction.
,Classes are limited to 20 students each; therefore, enrollment
is offered on a first-come, firstserve basis.
The classes are sponsored by
the Workforce Development
Cabinet, Kentucky Office of
Adult Education and Literacy and
the Center for Continuing
Education/Academic Outreach,
Murray State University.
Anyone interested in enrolling
for these classes may call the
Adult Learning Center at
762-6971 before Sept., 13, or
come by the center in room 206
at Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:10 p.m.

Kirk Stieff Pewter
Gorham Crystal
Gift ware

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

()Selections
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Disietazild Coster • Chestnut
753-11104
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Looking great shouldn't be a full
tim• job. Fore Ilmitsd time, save
on a One Better' perm... and find
the easy-care, natural style that s
perfect for you end your busy
schadule. Rag.$ad.$ale 47.59
Monday-Tu•sday-W•driesday 10-8; For the salon nearest you,
call 1-000442-55M
Thursday 8 Friday 9-8;
shir•••• mama ano lams
••••4•10•11••
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5
long Aar and ilsolpt wow* odallsotel ••••••••
-Ill
Wow* Sa•mipir, Say
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SPORTS
Jones leads
Kentucky
to easy win
over Flashes

NFL finale right out of Hollywood

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
As far as season openers go.
Kentucky reached most of its
goals against Kent.
The Wildcats put together
some long and short scoring
drives on offense and contained_Kent on defense in rolling to a 35-0 victory in Commonwealth Stadium on Saturday night.
•'We really wanted to show
our talent out there," said
linebacker Marty Moore, who
led Kentucky's defense with
seven tackles. "We did what
we wanted to — SC= SOW
points and hang a shutout."
Pookie Jones sparked the
offense with touchdown passes
of 56 yards to Alfonzo Browning and 28 to Terry Samuels,
and TD runs of 9 and 60 yards
as he amassed 311 total yards,
"Wc had a lot to prove as a
team," said Jones, who rushed
for a career-high 130 yards on
16 carries. "We wanted to
show teams we could throw
the deep ball."
Jones connected on his
strike to Browning with 3:26
left in the first quarter. Browning hauled in the ball at the 38
and ran untouched to the end
,one for a -7-0 lead.
Jones' 60-yard run came
after Leman Boyd intercepted
Mike Acie's pass at the Kentucky 27 and returned it 13
yards. On the next play, Jones
toOk a step left, faced some
tacklers, and then went right
for The TD for a 28-0 edge
with 11:33 remaining in the
contest.
Kent mustered only 117 total yards, and turned the ball
over four times.

Making his debut as a head coach, Richie Petitbon is
looking to the game to produce more than a little good for
the Washington Redskins.
A year ago it was the Redskins who were coming off a
Super Bowl championship and a 16-2 record when they
rode into Texas Stadium for the Monday night opener.
Their no-huddle offense was shattered by the crowd and
The NFL's top rusher the past two seasons, Smith and the Cowboys walked away with a 23-10 victory. WashingCowboys owner Jerry Jones have a $1.5 million difference ton fell to 9-7 in the regular season with one playoff vicof opinion on the importance of his role. Smith thinks he's. tory before folding its show under former coach Joe Gibbs.
"This team has something to prove," Petitbon said.
worth $4 million, Jones wants him for $2.5 million.
Smith said in a televised report Sunday he is frustrated "We made a lot of changes. I think we've blended well ...
but until you start playing games that count, you really
not playing, but could cope if he never did again.

By MATT YANCEY
AP Sports Writer
WAS-AINGTON (AP) — Hollywood couldn't'have cast
a better ntiale for the opening NFL weekend — the Super
Bowl champion vs. the title holder of the year beide, one
team with a new coach, the other without a leading player.
It's Cowboys and Indians, as American as Monday night
football, despite the need of a politically correct title.
When the Cowboys from Dallas take the stage at RFK
Stadium tonight against the Washington Redskins, Emmiu
Smith's role will be played by rookie undersuidy Derrick
Lassie.

"1 got plenty of money saved away, plenty, plenty of it,
so I think 1 can live continually, live healthy and continue
to be happy," he told "The NFL Today" on CBS. "I'm
probably disappointed that I can't play the game, that I
have to quit the game at such a young age. But life goes

can't make a judgment. "
The changes include a new two-back offense with more
emphasis on speed than power and quick, short-drop timing passes borrowed from the Cowboys and the San Francisco 49ers.
With Smith out of the lineup, the Cowboys are expected
to rely even more on quarterback Troy Aikman and
Michael Irvin, the receiver who has given the Redskins
more trouble than anyone in recent years.
"He's big, physical and uses his body to his advantage
to shield off defenders," Aikman said of Irvin. "He goes
hard on every snap, whether he thinks he's got a chance to
be in on the play or not, and because of that there's no
hesitation to go to him."
The Redskins, meanwhile, are counting on a comeback
from Mark Rypien after he fell from being the Super
Bowl's most valuable player two years ago to the lowest
quarterback rating in the NFC last season.

of-

Montana leads parade
of NFL's quarterbacks

%

4

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) — Anthony Hutch of Murray
State earned Ohio Valley Conference honors as clefdrisive player
of the week, league officials Said Sunday.
The sophomore defensive end was in on 11 tackles, including
two for losses, in a loss to Eastern Illinois. He also had a sack,
recovered a fumble and broke up a pass.
Tennessee Tech's Mike Jones, a last-minute starter, earned
offensive player of the week.
Jones, completing 20 of 34 passes and two touchdowns in a
23-18 loss tosilllinois State, switched to quarterback after a
shoulder injurl forced Randy Beaman to switch to wide receiver
last week.
Eastern Kentucky's Tim McNamee was named special teams
player of the week. He averaged 46 yards on nine punts, including one of 72 yards, against Western Kentucky.
Freshman Maurice Sanders of Southeast Missouri is honored as the week's newcomer after being UT on 11 tackles for the
Indians.
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State edged Tennessee Tech
23-18 Saturday night. In Thursday games, Western Kentucky
downed league member Eastern
Kentucky 15-10, TennesseeChattanooga upended
Tennessee-Martin 26-7 and Jeff
Thorne threw for two tcruchdowns as Eastern Illinois
dumped Murray State 34-17.
Tennessee State played its
first game under Davis at the
Gator Bowl.
But FAMU capitalized on
two Tennessee State fumbles
for 10 points early in the opening quarter as the Rattlers
scored on a 6-yard pass from
Tracy Weldon to Terry Mickens
and a 22-yard field goal by Tim
Camron.

STEVE PARKERtedger 8 Times photo

Calloway goalkeeper Mitzi Rickman, right, makes one of her 19 saves in Saturday's loss to Henderson
County.
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Henderson Co. claims two Saturday
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Saturday was a nice -day for
high school soccer, especially if
you were from Henderson
County.
The Lady Colonels, winner's
of last year's First Region girls
soccer title, displayed the same
overall game that won them
championship in Saturday's
doubleheader against Murray
High and Calloway County.
Depth, speed and aggressiveness are Henderson's keys and
they displayed all of those
ingredients in back-to-back

wins over Mucray and
Calloway.
Henderson's first stop was at
Ty Holland Stadium for an anticipated war with the Lady
Tigers. Murray kept it close,
trailing just 1-0 for threefourths of the game, but Henderson unleashed three quick
goals to win' 4-0.
Next, the Lady Colonels went
to Calloway for more of the
Writ, but the Lady Lakers met
them head on.
Calloway took an impressive
3-1 lead on the Lady Colonels
late into the second half, only to

set Henderson come back with
two goals to tie and a third in
overtime to-take a 4-3 decision.
Getting first half goals from
Jennifer Dowdy and Carrie
Bell, the Lady Lakers led 2-0 at
the break. Henderson scored
early in the second half, but
Calloway went back up by two,
3-1, with a ptrfect header from
Tracey West.
Henderson woke up from the
domination shortly thereafter
and rung up three straight
scores for the win.
• See Page 7

• See Page 7

Baltimore climbs back into AL East
The Associated Press
It's a three-team race again in
the AL East.
The Baltimores Orioles, considered dead a week ago, finished
6-0 in California and Oakland to
climb within 24 games of Toronto and New York on. Sunday.
The Blue Jays struggled on their
West Coast trip, going 4-6 at
Seattle, Oakland and Anaheim.
Toronto dropped into a firstplace tie with New York in the
East as California rookie Phil
Leftwich pitched a six-hitter to
beat the Blue Jays 5-1, helping
the Angels sweep the three-game

series.
"You can't get frustrated
about who beats you," second
baseman Roberto Alomar said.
"They're a big-league team.
They're trying to win. There's
nobody to blame."
Leftwich (2-4), making his
eighth start since joining the rotation on July 29, walked two and
struck out five. Toronto's only
run came on John Olcrud's RBI
single in the ninth.
The Angels bunched five soft
singles in the second inning off
Pat Hantgen (16-8), taking a 2-0
lead.

The Orioles got home runs
The ,New . York Yankees, still
buzzing a day after Jim Abbott's from Brady Anderson and Chris
no-hitter, scored four runs in the Hoiles off Bob Welch (9-8) to
first inning and went on to beat beat Oakland 9-2, their seventh
Cleveland 7-2.
straight victory.
Mike Stanley hit a two-run
Mike Mussina (14-5) got the
homer in the opening inning and win for the Orioles, who swept
Randy Vclarde's two-run homer the A's in the three-game series.
made it 6-1 in the second.
He pitched eight innings, allowBob Wickman (11-4) wound ing two runs on five hits and two
up the winner in relief of starter walks while striking out seven.
Sterling Hitchcock. Wickman
"We're going to try and keep
took over with two outs in the the pedal to the metal as long as
fifth inning, the bases loaded and we can," Orioles manager JohnNew York ahead 6-2, and struck ny Oates warned the upcoming
out Albert Belle.
opposition, starting with Seattle
Jeff Mutis (3-6) was the loser.. today.
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Valley teams sunk in openers

Racers' Hutch named top defender
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The Associated Press
Sunday's Games
It was a big day for big-name
Detroit 30. Atlanta 13
quarterbacks in the NFL, and
Cleveland 27, Cincinnati 14
none made a bigger impact than
Denver 26. New York Jets 20
Joe Montana.
Kansas City 27, Tampa Bay 3
Green Bay 36, L.A. Rams 6
Making his heralded debut
Miami 24, Indianapolis 20
with the Kansas City Chiefs on
Buffalo 38, New England - 14
Sunday after winning four Super
Philadelphia 23, Phoenix 17
Bowls in San Francisco, Montana
San Francisco 24, Pittsburgh 13
was as good as ever in a 27-3
LA Raiders 24, Minnesota 7
victory over Tampa Bay.'
New York Giants 26, Chicago 20
hand,"
Tamthe
hot
"Joe had
San
Diego 18, Seattle 12
pa Bay coach Sam Wyche said.
New Orleans 33, Houston 21
"And when he's on "the money,
Monday's Game
there's none better."
Dallas at Washington, 8 p.m.
Montana threw three touchdown passes before coming out
of the game in the third quarter Steve Young came into his own
with a wrist injury in a perfor- with the 49ers.
Young, meanwhile, also had a
mance that was reminiscent of his
14 seasons with the 49ers. An big game to lead the 49ers over
elbow injury cost him most of the Pittsburgh 24-13 on the opening
last -two seasons, and Montana
was traded to Kansas City after • See Page 7

returned it 45 yards to seal a
23-15 victory over Tennessee
- State on Saturday.
In other action, Hawaii
downed Middle Tennessee State
35-14, Cincinnati pounded Austin Pcay 42-10, Marshall routed
Morehead State 56-0, Southwest Missouri topped Southeast
Missouri 24-10 and Illinois
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PRO FOOTBALL

OVC FOOTBALL

By TERESA H. WALKER.
AP Sports Writer
Outsiders spoiled the coaching debuts of Tennessee State's
Bill Davis and Murray State's
Houston Nutt as the Ohio Valley Conference went winless in
its first weekend of play.
Brian Thomas of Florida
A&M picked up a fumble and
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Prices!
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"Check with Bob for the
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SPORTS

NEW YORK (AP) — Top-seeded Stern Graf of Germany routed
13th-seeded Mary Pierce of France 6-1, 6-0 in the U.S. Open on
Sunday to advance to a quarterfinal match with fifth-seeded
- Gabriela Sabatini of 4zgentina. —
Sabatini, the 1990 champion following Grafs two straight titles,
beat Lindsay Davenport 6-7 (7-1), 6-4, 6-4. In another fourth-round
match, 11th-seeded Manuela Maleeva-Fragniere of Switzerland
upset fourth-seeded Conchita Martinez of Spain 1-6, 6-0, 6-2.
In third-round matches, second-seeded Arantxa Sanchez Vicario
of Spain routed Chanda Rubin 6-0, 6-1 and third-seeded Martina
Navratilova beat Barbara Riuner of Germany 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
In men's third-round matches, top-seeded Jim Courier beat MaliVal Washington 6-4, 6-4, 6-2 and fourth-seeded Boris Becker of
Germany defeated Sergio Cones of Chile 6-4, 6-4, 6-3.
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Mayfair wins Greater Milwaukee

advantage
'He goes
chance to
there's no

FRANKLIN, Wis. (AP) — Billy Mayfair holed a 20-foot birdie
chip on the fourth hole of a sudden-death playoff Sunday to win the
Greater Milwaukee Open.
Mayfair, who earned S180,004 for his first victory on the PGA
Tour, closed with a 4-under-par 68 for an48-under 270 total on the
Tuckaway Country Club course. Mark Calcavecchia, who missed a
5-foot birdie putt to force a fifth extra hole, shot a 67. Ted Schulz,
who dropped out of the playoff with a bogey on the first hole,
closed with a 66.
Nick Price, who tie for 12th at 280 after a 73. earned S5,320 to
set a single-season record of S1,397.590. Tom Kite set the previous
mark of SI,395,278 in 1989.

comeback
the Super
the lowest

Strawberry arrested for spousal abuse
GLENDALE, Calif. (AP), — Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder
Darryl Strawberry was attested Saturday for investigation of spousal abuse.
Strawberry, 31, was arrested for allegedly striking a 26-year-old
woman he was living with above the right eye, causing a 1-inch
laceration, Glendale Police Sgt. Lief Nicolaisen said.
Strawberry, sidelined with a back injury, was rclased on S20,000
. bond after being booked at the Glendale City Jail on one count of
unlawful infliction of corporal injury on a spouse-cohabitant.

II Henderson...
FROM PAGE 6
Calloway, now 2-2, was led in
goal- by Mitzi Rickman, who
stoned Henderson much of the
day with 19 saves. Offensively,
Dowdy had two assists and Bell
had one.
In boys' action, Murray High
ran off with a 2-0 lead against
Owensboro Senior, only to watch
the visitors respond with a pair in
the second half to force the 2-2
tie.
Murray, now 2-1-1, picked up
two David Gressler goals in the
first • half. The senior scored his

first on a 20 yard blast with an
assist from Roman Shapla. The
second came on a direct kick
from long range.
Owensboro picked up its first
goal 15 minutes into the second
half, and the tying goal with 15
min-utes left. Murray had 14 shots
and Owensboro, 15.
Boys and girls teams from Calloway and Murray are in action
Tuesday night, with the Lakers
hosting Marshall County in a district tripleheader and Murray
hosting Reidland in a regional
tripleheader.

II Valley teams...

nes photo
nderson

FROM PAGE 6
Middle Tennessee State picked
up a nice paycheck against Division I-A Hawaii and even led
14-0 early. Kelly ,Holcomb hit
Cory Simpson with a 23-yard TD
pass and wrapped up the Blue
Raiders' second possession with
a 66-yard scoring pass to
Simpson.
Then Hawaii's George Tupuola
forced a fumble that set up the
first of two 1 -yard runs by
Michael Carter. On the next
Middle Tennessee series, Tupuola
teamed with Al Aliipule to block
a Holcomb pass, which Tupuola
grabbed and raced 58 yards for a
touchdown.
Austin Peay managed to hold
Cincinnati off for part of the first
quarter and even led 3-0 on Steve
Munnell's 32-yard field goal. But
then the Bearcals started dominating, scoring off an Austin
Peay fumble, and scored on their
next three possessions.
Morehead State had little
chance against defending Divi-
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FROM PAGE 6

Graf, Sabatini advance in Open

sion I-AA champion Marshall.
Todd Donnan threw for 225 yards
and two touchdowns, including
one seven seconds before halftime for a 21-0 halftime margin.
Tennessee Tech had a chance
to tie the game at 20 in the closing minutes, but Steve Harris'
pass for a two-point conversion
failed after he hit Mike Jones
with a 45-yard TD pass with 3:23
to go.
Southeast Missouri tried its
ground game with little success
against instate rival Southwest
Missouri. SEMO finished with
just 68 yards passing, while
Antoine Esters rushed for 60
yards and a TD on 12 carries in
the loss.
Tennessee-Martin had little
chance against Tennessee Chattanooga as James Roberts
ran for 112 yards and two touchdowns. Tennessee-Martin didn't
manage a first down until the second quarter when the Pacers
mounted a 40-yard drive capped
by Charles Gamble's 5-yard pass
to Jim McKinney.

day of the NFL season that featured fine performances by such
high-profile quarterbacks as Jim
Kelly, Dan Marino, Phil Simms,
Jeff Hostetler, Randall Cunningham, Bernie Kosar and John
Elway.
Dallas plays at Washington
tonight.
Chiefs 27, Bucs 3
Montana threw TD passes of
19 yards to Willie Davis, 50
yards to J.J. Birdcn and 12 yards
to Marcus Allen, who also made
his debut for Kansas City after 11
seasons with the Los Angeles
Raiders. Montana, who completed his first nine passes, was
14-for-21 for 246 yards in his
first start in more than two years.
"It felt good to be back out
there," Montana said. "It was a
long time."
Montana said the wrist injury
wasn't serious.
"It's all right, really. I could
have gone back in."
Tampa Bay quarterback Stese
DeBerg was 12-for-20 for 79
yards.
49ers 24, Steelers 13
Young threw three TD passes
in a performance, reminiscent of
his 1992 MVP season. Two went
to Jerry Rice following Steelers
turnovers as the 49ers took a 17-0
lead in less than 16 minutes.
Young was 24-for-36 for 230
yards and three interceptions.
Pittsburgh quarterhack Neil
O'Donnell was 9-for-16 for 92
yards in relief.
Ms 38, Patriots 14
Kelly hit Andre Reed six times
for 110 yards — including three
TDs — and found Billy Brooks
for another score. Thurman Thomas added 114 yards on 14
carries.
Dolphins 24, Colts 20
Marino, who has engineered 25
fourth-quarter comeback victories, took Miami 80 yards in the
closing minutes, connecting with
Greg Baty from a yard out with
35 seconds to go. The Colts took
a. 20-17 lead with .504 left on
Dean Biasucci's 33-yard field
goal.
Giants 26, Bears 20
Simms' 1 -yard touchdown pass
to Jarrod Bunch with 1:07 to play .
— coming on the heels of a pass
proved
interference penalty
decisive. The decision made Dan
Reeves' coaching debut with the
Giants a success and spoiled
Dave Wannstedt's first game
with the Bears.
Raiders 24, Vikings 7
Hostetler completed 14 of 15

passes for 150 yards and one
touchdown in the first half to
help the Raiders take a 21-0 lead.
Hostetler, who signed as a free
agent with the Raiders during the
offseason after playing nine years
with the Giants, finished 23-of-27
for 225 yards.
Eagles 23, Cardinals 17
Philadelphia's Randall Cunningham was 18-for-29 for 192
yards and a . TD and added 50
yards rushing, including a 9-yard
scoring run. For Phoenix, first:
round pick Garrison Hearst was
held to three yards on seven
carries.
Browns 27, Bengali 14
Kosar completed 18 of 30 passes for 182 yards with one TD
while the Browns' defense produced a tremendous rush against
Cincinnati's young David
The Browns were sparked by
Selwyn Jones' two interceptions:
Mkhael Dean Perry's two sacks
and Everson Walls' sack and
forced fumble. Still. Klingler
managed 20-for-28 for 214 yards
and a TD.
Broncos 26, Jets 20
Elway made Wade Phillips'
debut as Denver coach a success,
going 20-tor-29 for 269 yards.
Rookie Glyun Milburn had a
15-yard run to spark Denver's
first TD drive: ran 50 yards down
the sideline, faking out Ronnie
Lott on a third-and-19- May -went
-2-5 yards with -ashort pass- for
Denver's second TD; and
returned a punt 36 yards.
Saints 33, Oilers 21
Morten Andersen kicked four
field goals and the Saints came
up with a big defensive effort
against Warren Moon to heat the
Lions 30, •Falcons 13
Detroit's revamped offensive
line made things easy for Barry
Sanders, who gained 90 yards on
26- tarries, including a 26-yard
TD run.
Packers 36, Rams 6
Sterling Sharpe, who set an
NFL record with 108 catches last
season, caught seven for 120
vards, including a 50-yard touchdown oil a tipped pass from Brett
1-av re. Jackie Harris had five
receptions for 92 yards.
Chargers 18, Seahawks 12
John Carney had a team-record
so, straight held goals as the
&tending AR' West champions
snapped a six -game losing streak
on opening day, the longest in the
NFL. Carney has made 22
straight field goals dating to last
season.
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Survivor of murder-suicide
will live with grandfather

•

4/NONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
— A 5-year-o4d boy who lay
wounded for three days in a
house with his slain mother, stepfather and two siblings is recovering at a hospital and should be
released to his grandfather within
a week.
Manuel Jerod Taylor. who was
shot in the neck, was the only
survivor Of what police believe
was a murder-suicide.
His mother. Vanessa Tailor
Moore, 21; sister Avondria Deandrcsse Taylor, 2; and stepbrother,
Quintin E. Moore. 7 months,
were buried Saturday.
Police believe Equador Moore
killed his wife and the two children, wounded the boy, then killed
himself last Sunday.
The boy and the bodies of the
others were discovered Wednesday when neighbors went to
check on the family. Details
about Moore's .burial weren't
revealed.

The boy, known to family
members as Jerod, is recovering
at Baptist Medical Center and
should be released within a week,
hospital officials said.
His great-uncle William Taylor
said Jerod is sore, but suffered no
serious physical damage from his
wound.
"He can play baseball next
year," he said.
Taylor said arrangements have
been made for Jerod to live with
his maternal grandfather, the Rev.
George Taylor.
"He hasn't left his side since
Wednesday," he said of the
grandfather.
Taylor said the family hasn't
talked to Jerod about' the
slayings.
"By request of the detectives
we're not going to discuss it with •
him until they bring in a child
psychologist," he said. "It's
going to be hard to tell how it's
going to affect him right now."

Former TV star kills himself

•

LOS ANGELES (AP) — There
will be no funeral for the late
.'Fantasy Island" actor Nerve
Villechaize, who asked instead
that his body be cremated and his
ashes distributed at sea, his
spokesman said.
Villechaize, who committed
suicide Saturday at age 50, had
said he wanted to allow a doctor
specializing in dwarfism to study
his remains -before cremation,
publicist David Brokaw said Sunday. He did not want a memorial
service, Brokaw said.
Villechaize made his wishes
known in conversations with his
longtime companion, Kathy Self.
The actor died of a selfinflicted gunshot wound, Brokaw
said. He said Villechaize left a
note saying he was despondent

because of poor health, but had
given no prior indication he
planned to take his life.
Villechaize, who was 3-foot11, suffered medical problems
because of his undersized lungs
and nearly died of pneumonia a
year ago.
The actor played Ricardo Montalban's comic sidekick, Tattoo,
on "Fantasy Island," which_ ran
on ABC from 1978 through 1984.
The French-born Villechaize
was also a supporting--player
onstage and in films during the
1960s and 1970s.
Police homicide investigators
the county Coroner's Office
were investigating the death, as is
routine in suspected suicide
cases.
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore

DEATHS
Mrs. Winnie Virginia Berkley
Mrs. Winnie Virginia Berkley, 71, Cadiz, died Saturday at
6:45 a.m. at her home. Her death was from an apparent heart
attack.
She had previously been employed at Trigg KniL Cadiz, and
was of Baptist faith.
Born Jinx 6, 1922, in Trigg County, she was the daughter
of Mrs. Carrie Shaw and the late Buddy Fox.
Survivors include her husband, James Gene Berkley; one son,
Kenneth Berkley, Trigg County; her mother, Mrs. Mrs. Carrie
Shaw, Trigg County; half sister, Mrs. Dorothy Downs, Murray;
stepbrother. Roy Berkley, Peoria, Ill.; one grandson, Kevin
Berkley; one great-granddaughter.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.

Peddlers making money on Marcos
BATAC, Philippines (AP) —
The mayor of this sleepy northern
town has some advice for the
thousands expected to show up
for the funeral of former President Ferdinand Marcos: "Don't
bring food. Bring money."
Marcos' body returns to his
hometown on Tuesday from
Hawaii, where he died in exile
nearly four years ago, and Batac
is trying to cash in on the crowds
of mourners expected for a fourday wake.
Shops are stocking up on Marcos T-shirts, buttons and caps,
with pictures of the strongman
and slogans such as "Marcos, a
True Hero."
This farming community of
50,000- has- few-- restaurants -and
only one small- inn, so Mayor
Jesus Naltipta has been encouraging townspeople to open their
doors to visitors and prepare food
to sell.
Ordinances regulating street
vending have been temporanly
suspended so anyone will be
allowed to set up stands to sell
food and other goods.
"Business will be booming,"
Naluptu said. "I expect this will
be the start of real progress -in
this town if the president will be
here because he is our best tourist
attraction."
Although Marcos is reviled in
much of the country as a corrupt
dictator, he is widely admired in
Ilocos Norte among his fellow
llocano-language speakers, the
third largest linguistic group in
the Philippines.
Adelina Lumagip, who runs a

small shop across the street from
Marcos' future tomb, said she
was doing a brisk business selling
Marcos T-shirts at 55 each.
"We're happy he's finally
coming home," Lumagip said.
Marcos died in September
1989 in Hawaii, where he was
driven into exile by the 1986
uprising that installed Corazon
Aquino as president. Mrs. Aquino
refused to allow his body to be
buried in the Philippines.
Her successor, Fidel Ramos,
agreed to burial in Marcos' home
province, 'locos Norte, 400 miles
north of Manila. But Ramos, a
cousin of Marcos', said he would
not attend the funeral and ruled
out state' honors for the former
president.
During his 20-year rule, Marcos imposed martial law, suspended civil liberties, arrested
thousands of opponents and
allegedly stole from the national
treasury.
In preparation for the wake and
funeral, black and white banners
bearing Marcos' picture were
hung from buildings in the
province.
One banner erected by the local KiwaniS Club read: "May your
coming home bring unity and
peace among your people."
Marcos' body was to be flown
Sunday night from Honolulu to
Guam, where it will remain
before a chartered jet brings it on
Tuesday to Laoag, the capital of
!locos None.
In Honolulu Sunday, .about
1,000 members of Hawaii's Filipino community came to a high.
school auditorium for a final
farewell that included a tribute
from U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye.
The Hawaii Democrat said, "We
are not here to judge, that is for
another tribunal."
Burial is set for Friday in a
stone mausoleum built in the garden of the Marcos family home
in Batac, 10 miles to the south.
Marcos' widow, Imelda, who
was in Laoag making the final
arrangements, hopes the government will eventually be persuaded to allow the body to be
buried in Manila in the national
Heroes Cemetery.
Nalupta, the mayor, is in no
hurry to see the body leave. He
hopes the mausoleum, specially
constructed for Marcos, will
become a regional tourist
attraction.
"If people will use their imagination, they can make a lot of
business, not only during the
wake but years after," he said.

Will Fielden Cary
Final rites for Will Fielden Cary were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Puryear United Methodist Church. Burial was in Hardin County
Memorial Gardens, Savannah, Tenn.
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn., was in charge of
arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of contributions to Puryear United Methodist Church Educational Building Fund.
Mr. Cary, 76, of Puryear, Tenn., died Thursday at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Genieil Hardin Cary; three
daughters. Mrs. Nancy C. Webb, Pans, Tenn., Mrs. Billie Jean
Hensarling, San Antonio, Texas, and Mrs. Frances Steele, Mt.
Juliet, Tenn.; one son, John F. Cary, McKenzie, Tenn.; five
grandchildren.

Mrs. Margaret H. Bohannon, 73, Rt. 3, Benton, died Sunday
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was of United Methodist faith.
Survivors include her husband, Loyd Bohannon; three daughters, Mrs. Donna Kirk, Murray, Mrs. Rose Mary Allen, Rt. 6,
Benton, and Mrs. Janice Lamb, Rt. 2, Murray; two sons, Jack
L. Waldrop, Murray, and Albert Waldrop, Mayfield; one stepson, Loyd E. Bohannon, Union City, Tenn.: 13 grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson will
officiate. Burial will follow- in Clarks River Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

Robert (Bob) Parham

Plot to abduct Nixon, Kissinger
by Muslim terrorists on tape
NEW YORK (AP) — Richard
Nixon and Henry Kissinger were
among the possible kidnap targets
discussed by a government informer and the alleged leader of a
radical Muslim terrorist plot, The
New York Times reported today.
Emad Salem, the .informant,
and Siddig Ibrahim Siddig Ali
talked about kidnapping influential Americans, including the former president and his secretary of
state, according to lawyers who
have seen transcripts of taperecorded conversations in the
case.
The names were suggested by
El Sayyid A. Nosair, who is in
prison on a weapons conviction
stemming from the 1990 slaying
of radical Rabbi Meir Kahane,
the unidentified lawyers told the
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Buying
or
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Stock?

Report
Not
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Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.

Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
Well explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

-Coleman
Blalock
Funeral Home. Inc.
Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.
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The hostage-taking plan was
aimed at winning the release of
Muslims held in the Feb. 26
World Trade Center bombing, the
Times said.
An indictment last month
charged that Nosair, Siddig Ali
and other members of a radical
Muslim ring conspired to assassinate, bomb various New York
targets and kidnap to further its
aims across the globe. The federal indictment did not identify the
kidnap targets.
Salem and Siddig Ali had just
returned from visiting Nosair at
Attica state prison on May 23
when the conversation about kidnappings was secretly recorded,
the Times said.
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Robert (Bob) Parham, 71, Rt. 1, Mayfield: died Saturday at
2:40 a.m. at Pinclake Medical Center, Mayfield.
He was a member of Lebanon Church of Chnst and of
American Legion Post No. 26 of Mayfield: He was a retired
employee of Merit Clothing Company.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Cecil Parham and
lsbelle Russell Parham: one sister, Mrs. Katheryn Oster; and
one brother, Russell Parham.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Parham: one daughter, Mrs. Jan Johnson, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Ila Mae Wade,
Water Valley; two brothers, James Parham and Billy Parham,
Mayfield: two grandchildren, Ginger Alderdice and Kevin Alder
dice, Mayfield.
The funeral is today at 11:30 a.m, in. the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Gerald Baker and John Hoover are
officiating.
Burial will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.

WHAT IF YOUR KID
WAS ONE OF "JERRY'S KIDS?"
the most dreaded torm ot nuiscular dystrophy.
)uchenne
To lire Duchenne. though, more hard work
is-needed. And there are many other forms of
muscular dystrophy to conquer
oti can help tight muscular
dystrophy and other muscle diseases
by making a ta‘-deductible donation
to \1 I),'\ The Association receives
no government grants or patient fees.
so its work is funded entirely by
private contributiotui.
.lour child rfla V not he one of
-km's kids- — but remember ho\\
it felt to imagine that he was Please
I.:4 l•
send .\ our support.to MI-Y.\ today Air

TUI

Mrs. Margaret H. Bohannon

'Did you know you can choose the Exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

It your child had muscular dystrophy, his \valk
could become awkward . lied tall down ,1 lot
It'd have trouble climbing stairs
Eventually, he would need a wheelchair
And once he was in it, he'd never get out.
"Muscular dystrophy" is the name
for a
of diseases that weaken and
destroy muscles. The disorders are
progressive, se things get worse over
time The muscle loss can't he stopped.
And it can't be reversed.
.
The Muscular Dystrophy
Association is striving to cure muscular
dystrophy. And on Christmas Eve ot
1987, in what MDA Chairman ferry
Lewis called ''a holiday gift of hope,!ODA researchers announced a
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C4ASSIFIED
Deadlines are I days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
....................-- Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
...... .............. ........ .........-.... Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition..• .Wednesday 3
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
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Sunday

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

060

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

560

Pre* Column

100

B J//1I new' Opportunity

I 10

Instruction

570

Wanted

104 FT brakes tor viny
work Rent by the day
436-2701

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree intorma
lion call

of

ill

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

day at

OCJI

sory.c.•

MUSIC DJ Dances par
ties. weddings WI musical
styles 753-0343
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753-4545
WRITERS interested in being published and willing to
pay Survey being taken
Conte:tenni Write to Box
592 Murray KY 42071

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tues
1 800 649 3804

m and
and

daughte Wade,
rham,
n Alder-

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives. walks Colored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

Byrn

DRAFTING Service cus
torn home plans commercial industrial dieting
computer aided drafting 28
years experience Call
498 8830 atter tpm

are

759-1983
9-5.30 Mon-Frl

t month
iiddig Ali
a radical
•assassiew York
further its
Me lederentify the

WOOD

060
HeSi
Wanted
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41'hr plus benefits For
application t. info call
1-(216) 233-9078 7am to
10pm 7 days
AUTO body person
needed, experience neces
sary Crouse Auto Body
800 Chestnut 759 9594
BRICK layer for 12 000
brick pob No scaffolding
required Hip roof only 811
walls Labor help provided
if needed 753-3018

Wolin
&i

i had just
Nosair at
May 23
ibout kidrecorded,

Apply

CLOSER looking for
energetic self motivated
person who want to make
$25 35 000 per year Bene
fits insurance paid vaca
bons & bonuses For interview call Al Davis 247 4473
Mon Fri 8 10am

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

plan was
release of
Feb. 26
nbing, the

11

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hu,y. 94 West

rim
ig

America's Second Car

U919Duckling
tilaiMME2111
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
42071

Murray, KY

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

lc?

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Dews epee et 61101

Knights of Columbus Hall

;ionals
yons
'Jr
n.

NON-PROF T ORGAN /AT.ON
OntN to tHr nun(
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for

not
Jay

MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
•

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

I f
isx WIa WC

In person on

Wed. Sept. 8

E. Main St.

200
No phone calls please'

COUNTER help wanted
full or part time Apply in
person Sammons Bakery
Chesnut Murray
DELI kitchen help
8arn 4pm Mon-Fn Apply
in person 200 N 15th
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career,We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
We are an EOE This profeet is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Counai-JTPA

753-4199

285 Mobilo Horn. Lots For Rent

365

For Salir Or LOAN

Business Rentals

420

lum• Loans

.Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

.Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Iota For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

Domestic
Chili:kits

Help
Wanted

Hardee's

CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
peoenced references Call
Linda 759 9553

Murray and
Draffenyille now
hiring for all shifts
24 hour Store
Apply in person
Benefits available

SEAMSTRESSES
needed Work at home or
work at shop Apply at Bold
Liquidators 308 Main or
call 753 3753
TEMPSPLUS is looking for
an outstanding temp to
perm branch mananger in
the Murray area Ideal can
dmistes will have strong
people skills excellent
computer skills and strong
communication admi
nistrabon and organiza
tonsi skills This is a prom,
nent Paducah firm expand
mg to the Murray area
Apply immediately Temps
plus, 310 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah, Ky 42001
444 0030 EOE and never
a fee

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

t.

/7170

CLEANING Service for
home or business Also
have carpet cleaner ex per
looped have references
Call 492 8238
DAY care worker willing to
babysit after 4pm week
days all day on weekends
In my home or yours De
penciable and have refer
ences Call after 4pm
75.3 0194 ask for Tasha or
leave message

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
75.3 1061

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
atter 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and ps
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
LAWN mower deck for d
wheeler 753 8809

CLASSIFIED

Reader Ads:
2.5e per %Lint $500 minimum 1.it
day 5e per Word per day for eath
additional consecutive day $1 75
extra for shopper Tues Classifieds
pro into Shopping i;ti ide $200 ex
Ira for blind hos ads

Yard Sale $7.5Q Prepaid
A '2 00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline
.
a

270

EXERCISE equipment 12.52 TRAILER with built
Weider weight bench & on rooms Must be moved
squat rack with 225 pound Call 753 0751
weight $200 for all Air
1986 BUCCANEER 14.70
gometer stepper $100 2br 2 bath $15000
Westbend rowing machine 753 3645 or 753 9305
$50 60Ib Everlast punch
irig bag $35 All equipment 1992 16.80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br 2 bath with neer
like new 759 1588
gia carpet $22 002
GOLF clubs & bag Ram 901 247 3233
metal woods Wilson irons
CUMMINGS Meter Paes
$200 753 2123
'
mobilo
Specializing In
home electric services 2(k)
210
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
'Firewood

Radial Truck Tire
1000120 highway $240
11-22-S highway ...t2S5 es.
000120 Pug... $245 ea
11-225 lugs $256 ea

Premium Bias
Truck Tires
900320 aighway _1;60 ea
$173 es
900.20 lugs
1000120 highway_
1000.20 HD lugs $220

Call after 6 p m leave
message

Monti,
Homes For Sale

Sports
Equipment

Articles
For Sala

6FT deli case Globe slicing
machine comstock castle
oven
double
901 593 5439

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

759-1777

AMT auto re'ag 22 magum stainless quick release
shoulder holster 5 clips all
WOOD heating stove 3yrs
kke new $250 489 2613
old 753 1977
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828

$6.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
4041 Itlerount but Ran
tea Discount -3re Ran
ill 3 Aá Nue Ran,611itnin 6 Day reined
$I 76 per oolemo ih oars 'or %eels, Shoe
ping Guide'

150

Ma'ster Tire
Service Inc.

HARDWOOD flooring
$1 29 per sq ft kiln dried
lumber Hardwood deliv
ered 502 526 2824

ROPER S Donut Shop ac
cepbng applications for full
& part time all positions
Apply in person 1409 W
Main

MF:1111. II VsiOISF
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bey
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machine.
Heavy Equipment
Sporta Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supple..

1991 MURRAY lawn
mower runs & looks good
Ask for Matthew 436 2102

ABSOLUTELY great opportunity Fully stocked hog HORSE 3 gaited stallion
farm geared for quick re 6yrs old $1100 8.20 haul
turn on investment Parted irig trailer $150 1976
setting wooded private Chrysler Cordoba 98 XXX
Highly functional Lagoon acutal miles $800 1976
EPA approved All Semi Custon Cheby 350
SAFETY Advisors $2150 system
barns with own teed auger van $800 Call 759 9673
per month Company will
system Farrow to finish
MOTORCYCLE helmets
train Call Monday thru Fri
operation 20 crate farrow
day, 9am 1pm only
army pants shirts & boots
irig barn 3 topping floors 1
615 399-8269
new & used guns Jerry s
nursery Other outbuild
EXPERIENCED auto body
6111 & Wal
WANTED barmaids wait irigs Owner enjoys repute Sporting Goods
man Apply in person at
nut Mayfield
&
resses
dancers
$500
quality
high
for
ton
Donnie Hudson Body
plus weekly Doll House purebred and crossbred NEW 16 & t65' Blum
Shop. Almo, Ky or by call
Tn stock and maintained fine truck tires $60 & up Also
Paris
Cate
ing 753-6475 days or
901-642 4297 7pm 2am
health record Established XP2000 W L Generals 1st
753-9918 nights
for pnate sales line at low low prices Lots
WE are looking tor produc clientele
HANDS-ON Supervisor for.
901 782 3395
of used Wes $10 $15 $20
bon line workers men & Phone
manufacturing facility Must
each Warehouse Tire 400
women
at
Apply
Murray
avail
franchise
NATIONAL
have prior supervisory ex
Industrial Road 753 1111
Unemployment Office
able Reply to PO Box
perience, and at least a
9134 Paducah KY 42002 PANASQNIC VHS Cam
high school diploma (col070
new, still in
lege preferred) Please
corder
me never
Domestk
box top of
apply in person at Plumley
& Childcare
used Paid $870 isaite of
Marugo, Ltd, Henry County
fur 753 2123
Industrial Park, Paris, TN
WILL do house cleaning
Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm
SCHWYNN Air Dyne exer
Call Betty 474-2131 nights
Equal Opportunity
cise bike $450 8f1 oak
Employer
bench from Old Calloway
County Court Room $350
HEATING, cooling, duct
work installer, minimum
753 5133
one year experience
SQUARE bale hay cattle
435-4899
rack for full size pock up 1
OVER the road drivers
seed sower, 1 good hunting
3yrS verifiable experience
ieep Call 436 5648 or
CDL license, 23yrs of age
436 5609
or over. Reefer. Rollins
Murity-Calloway Coiath fhtsp;tal.a leader in
TOBACCO socks for sale
DOS 502-753-1156
prrnIchng quality healthcare,in 14esh,ree
492 8411 atter 5pm
Kentesck and !•teirthwest Tennew.e, unmeant e.
PARIS wea employer is
the follouirigpih OfWning%
TOP soil off farm land for
seeking workers for posisale $65 for 18 19 yards
tions available at a modern
Tri axle truck load
manufactuhng facility An
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
8488
492
excellent benefits package
Full bme position B S degree in Nursing re
and competitive wages will
quired Master's preferred at least 3 5 years of
be available to the hght
clinical nursing experience required minimum of
individuals who want a
2 years in nursing education,teaching
stable career opportunity
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT COORDINATOR:
Apply in person at Plurry3yFull-time position B S degree in Nursing re
Marugo, Ltd Henry County
(duffed Master's preferred, at least 35 years of
Industrial Park, Pans, TN
clinical nursing experience required minimum Of
Monday-Friday 9am-5prn
2 years in nursing quality assurance quality
Equal Opportunity
improvement
Employer

KY 94 west ID Johnny Robertson Road.
Road. right on Sq Halo Road 1/4 mile
toutto sq

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

re

Counter/Sales
Person
Immediate opening

of
cured

2071
166

Is looking for a

S

Mobile Horne. For Sale

100

Murray Rental
& Sales

1

270

310
I it Vs.sl'olt Intl It
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Truck*
Campers
Floata & Motors 360

NOW
HIRING

RI. 11

Mobil* Homes For Rent

280

300

Help
Warted

Node*

s:sr,tts: HEN] tt.

Exterminating
Business Service.
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

060

n20

daughtRt. 6,
Jack
stepIdren:

2.10
250
290
530

470
480
485
490
495
SOO
510
520

Display Ads

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.}
sF IC. it F•

fillst ELLA\Eta s
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Classified Ad Hates

Advertisers are requested to check the
fleet insertion of their •ds for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect Insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

753-1916

p.m.
a.tn.
p.m.
p
p.m.
p.m.

1. %It MI ItS MAR Rt. 1
190
370
390
400
SSO

MasterCard

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

9

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 6. 1993

BASS drum double pedal
DW 5000 1 yr old List new
$475 sell for $250
753 2981
PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk 753 9600

ANTIQUE hand made solid
cedar bedroom suite twin
bed dresser chest MO
Mahogany chest antique
$50 753 6697
COLONIAL style earth
tones couch excellent con
&ion Great for college Stu
dent $100 753 4668

K T I and Associates offer
irig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

GOOD buy on 12.60 mc
bile home central hear,
air unfurnished
plianays & undurp4nning
duded redixorated Cal
395 7284 for appointmori•
QUALITY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices have made us
one of the Southeast s
largest and oldest dealer
ships Shop & corneae.'
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Hwy 79E, Paris TN
1 800 642 4891 Open
week days- ti 7.pm Sat 1,1
6pm and Sunday 1 to t.211'

Mobil*
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tir electric or gas Walking di',
lance to college 753 5,1).,

NAUGHAHYDE couch & 2
chairs plus a platform
rocker 492 8626
SOFA excellent condition
hand held Sears electric
blower one small platform
rocker occa.S.SiOnal chair
one end table 753 4978

FORD 5000 tractor A 1
shape 4 new Ores 4 14
plow 1211 wheel disc &
large blade $8700 obo for
all 753 8965

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an Oggrossivi) if ;
with an advertising and sale' t
• Candidate must possess sir , t i‘;
Cation skills with experience a (icivertr,ir ig
design layout and production C
degree in Journalism and/or Ad...On:4)0
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission, excellent( rnpony benefits EOE Send resume to El,.
1040A, Murray, KY 42071

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Please send resume in confidence

Attention
Managers:
Fashions
Contempo
Jewelry & Accessories
have excellent opportunity in party plan sales
-Ka program requires 00
investment
-No inventory to stock
-No delivery
High commission &
'
override
.Cash bonus paid on
group volume
-Also earn trips & prizes
To schedule interview
call Linda
1-800-484-7846
Cods 4537

US POSTAL a GOVERNMENT JOBS 523/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1-SO0-200-S760 24 hours
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekk Whig enveldPINI.
For information. Send
SASE to Von Orion
Cash,PO Box 224, McKenzie. TN 38201

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan, K N
Nilr se Rei nutter
(502) 762-1319
hwailoppwt1J,1,

f4113

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.

MURRAY
CALL(AVNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

stn.,' • \tiara%

COUPON

k‘ 1.2(171

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).
Company considering locating in Murray. Taking applications for experienced
and non-experienced sewing machine
operators. The company offers the following:
• M•dlcol & lit• insurance plan
• Seven paid holidays
• Company paid retirement plan
• Paid vocation up to throe weeks
• Paid Incentive program
• Air condltIoned facility
If you are Interested in joining a quality
cOrt1pOny. Nome Contat

Mr. Miko Morris
Job SOMCO of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd
Murray, KY 42031
Phone (602) 753-0977

Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

Enclorrd•iron 1st picture 15 On each'add.lions I picture
•nd stamped, self Adders, envelope for return rof p1,1ure
•

•

Justin & Kristin Boggess
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mickey 8 Garda Boggess

Bring in by September 9
(12 noon) to è. published
September 11th.

Murray Ledger & Times
Send phntn gamest of sraadpugga mune of dal&
frasinmurs of 4 Imes) self.addreseed envelope km,
return of original photo and payment to

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, 101442071
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Mesas
Fer Salo

Howes
For Sale

Wed
Trucb

3 BR, 2 bath, by
owna EY Subd.,
large wooded lot. 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
room
w/fireplace.
large storage bldg.
S90's. Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822.

IN Tennessee only minutes
from Murray New maintenance free 2br, 2 bath
home with central his in
good location Has front
porch back deck, land
scat:wig garden spot and
paved driveway $46500
Call Century 21 Castleton
Realty 901-642 9166
1-800-467-9166 or
991-247-5815 nights

1985 CHEVY S10 stock
shift. runs good best offer
Call 753-9366 atier5pm
With or without uitlity
topper

Apielamals
For Reef
ton
N conchaon 7
rane heat & ear unit WA
ac,Liept beds 753 1300 at
YE' 7prn 489-2116

s

FOR sale by owner Small
professional building
downtown, 505 Main St
Ideal for Accountant Insurance, Dental or Law office
Cal 759-1429

FURNISHED lb( apt with
paid utilities No pets
Lease and deposit re
gyred Available Sept 1
Cal after 5pm 436 2755

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
apartment.
1 2 and 3br
FOR Rent Business Retail Phone 759-4984 Equal
or Office Space in S Side dousing OPPonundY
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

,

•••-•

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
09'23/93 (formed), MTG
Realty) approt 3200solt
with 4 private offices 9
personal office areas
reception work station
waiting area Fully car
peted 2 bat?. employee
lounge or 6400sq ft
Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center 506 N 12th St Mur
ray 753 9469
tin
Want
T. Reel

FOR sale Land 10 acres
20 acres 45 acres 65
acres & 100 acres Also
will rent 753-1300 atter
7pm 489 2116
GENTLEMAN'S farm with
horse barn located lust
southwest of the city hrrvts
This totally redecorated
3-4b( home & great 4 stall
horse barn surrounded by
white plank fencing on 2
acres will delight your family Additional acreage
available MLS 115174
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

NEAR MSU kitchen living
room privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

38R, 1 bath spacious yard
$495'mo Lease & deposit
required No pets. Available immedietley Waned
Road: Call 762-4483
likern-4pek, 345-2748 alter
5Pm

2 3BR apts, furnahed
very nice some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
7'4 1252 days 753-0606
5prn
ibri apt water sewage,
hage furnished Close
Jniversity 1245.deposit Cat 753 5076
1 OR 2br opts new downtown Murray 753-4109
28R duplex with carport
Lease No pets References $425/mo Available
Oct 1 753-7457
NOW taking applications
for Section 810w rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Proad St Extended, bere.een 8am-12noon No
)ne calls please Equal
sing Opportunity

3-4BR 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood near
city schools, great room
with fireplace large family
style kitchen newly decorated all appliances in
chided neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior, 2
car garage $87,900 Cat
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers w9tOng to purchase
horns all price ranges If 3BR, 1 bath brick house
you are thinking of selling - 2100. sq It, large lot in
Contact one of our courte- Cacarattek. 905 Fairlane
ous and professional_ /53•3793.
agents at 753-1222 or stop 38R, 2 bath
brick. 13.06d
by office at 711 Main St
ft, 3yrs old, $72,003 Phone

PROFESSOR would like 2
or 3br house to rent near
university Call 753-2928

Apartments
For Rant

•

RE+MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
502 753 SOLD
1 800-369 5780

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 7531651i Sycamore and 12th St

370
livestock
& Supple*
5Y0 Registered Ouane
mare, broke to barred race
& cutting 15HH, $1000 or
trade for kid broke horse
753 8204

TRAILER & small cabin on
of acre
lake for sale and
of land 753 1038 after
4pm

MEN'S roping saddle circle
Y Brand, Yoakum, TX.
Sin
Leather in excellent oondiLots
bon, seude seat with slightFor Sale
wear, needs new cinch,
BUILDING lots in subdivi$350 753-1022.
sion with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
3an
wooded Southwest School
Pets
District natural gas city
& Supplies
water, cablevision 3 3
AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES miles from city Wets Fiop quality bloodlines nanang available Lots as
Black/white, gray/white Icav as $4500 753-5841 or
with blue eyes. 753-8809. 753-1566
HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12iirs 436-2858

MAPLEWOOD Estates
Approx 100.x150', city water, REC electric, 1 mile
from Murray Court Square
on 94E 615-662-7632

CIOUS 2br. 2 bath duappliances furnished.
central air & gas heat
$475mo, 1 month deposit.
1 year lease No pets.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2905.
753-2915
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal- Housing Oppor- FALL apples & Damson &
tunity Apply Hilldale Apt. prune plums Call to place
Hardin, Ky or call your order 753-4725 or
502-437-4113
753 9468

NICE 5 acre tract of
Hale Road.
ome
site on
isted at
wo
essional Real
1591
NICE lot for mobile home or
build your own home City
water, sewer, gas available Won't last long Only
$6500 Professional Real
Estate 759-1591

•

for appointment 753-3293
3BR, ranch style home with
new central gas heat &
central electric air, extra
large rooms, detached
workshop building & metal
storage building, fenced
backyard surrounds large
tree shaded wooden deck
$69 900 MLS 15181. Contact 'Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
48.3-4 battUmme butt to
quality standards Features
2 master suites large bright
kitchen large side entry
garage with built in Great
closet space & many other
outstanding features Adia
cent lot available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS *5164 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
BRICK home, central ha,
gas line, city water. 2br, 1
bath, hardwood floors, double carport large barn, appliances, refrigerator negotiable, $40's 492-8892
CONDO 2br, 2 bath overlooking pool Chateau
Maurice, $75,000 2949
Harrison. Paducah, KY
443-4757
FRAMING starter home
Farmington Prime lot
$3000 Sell or trade
753-0373
GREAT LOCATION 3br,
2',4 bath home on approx 1
acre, 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475
INCOME opportunity Updated 3br home plus 2br
apt near hospital $45,500
Restored 11. story older
country home Many ma
ture trees 4 miles from
town Ready to move into
$49,900 Call Jean Bird at
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
home 753-3584
-

isn
Homes
For Sale

CUST0411 KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTONI WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

2BR, 1 bath cottage with
new central heat & an unit,
garage, shade trees Good
neighborhood Located on
corner lot in Puryear Tennessee Only $26,900 Call
Century 21 Castleton Really 901-642-9166
1-800-467-9166 or
401 -247-5815 nights

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and -see our showroom
Ace Sta4BURY MURRAY 113•Iund Bunny Broad)
753-5840

11\2..wmeilliabb*"--.4••

NICE 2br. 1 bath lake view
home, full basement, large
kitchen & Irving room, fireplace, deck, garage, community boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision $40s
759-2065

Dial-A-Service 1
Advertise Here For
- =5.00 Yper Can
week -(13 week minimum)

412r

DIAL - 753-1916

.

(Clip This Ad Aix Save For A Handy Reference)
.
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CAMP

ELECTRIC.Al CONTRACTOR!

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner
Loomed SMART HOUSE Inatanow-• ,"; AudeoNdso Instahaton
• -4.3ervi Aulornation
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224
New Owner

Nick McClure
.-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

For All

753-7050
Ken & Karen

Andr,„

Your

Portrait
• Needs...
'- sTuo to
..S & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors

2'
761100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tank.. Sewers &

Healliulf

Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services.

Call Us Anytime

759-4685

Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240
4

Commercial Waste
.•.• V.,.Disposal

ALP: A BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete

work, chain link fences. Home maintenance
o

All Types of Refuse Service

489-2308

' *%I!-1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

X.T.I.t

II Associates
For all your

Dr.

Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

1 _ investigative needs!

8.1

_I _

S

What aWay'o Start the Weekl!
.
.,; vork,
_
_

-

.,.,

753-2962

-Air Canter, Murray
(502) 753-3868
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Dial Now

Advertise Here!

Services
Offered

Unites
Offered
CHIM Chlm Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney cape and screens
435-4191

HANDYMAN red do pkirnbwig electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0696

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrtsman 192 8712

FINISH sheetroc.k small
patch work
K B ASSOCIATES Gen- lobs
COUNTERTOPS custom
eral construction, remodel- 489 2376
Homes traders ort•ces
mg garages,dedis, pekoe. SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Wulffs Recovery Murray
intenor DKR 753-0634
Removal insured with tuil
Campers
436.5560
line of equipment Free es
CABINET
REKITCHEN
1975 PACE Arrow Class A CUNNINGHAM S Heating
COVERY existing doors & timates Day or night
28ft motorhonte, $6500
and Cooling Service Com
frames with woodgrain for- 753-5484
753-9181, 753-8124
plane installeSon and se.
mica all colors Free esti- THE Gutter Co Seamless
OLD World Charm with
vice
Call Gary at
1977 AIR Stream, $8000
mates Wulff's Recovery aluminum gutters, variety
modern comfort 21x, cen759-4754
436-2883
Murray 436-5560
tral heat & au, privacy fence
of colors Licensed, in
and other nice features In 24F1 Nomad Camper fully CUSTOM bulldozing and LAWN mowing service In- sured Estimate available
backhoe work septic sys- sured Coleman Bone her 759-4690
very good condition Lo- self contairved, air awning
cated in Puryew Tennes- new refrigerator asking tems 354 8161 after 4pm phone 759-4564
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
see Only $32.900 Call4 $4300 Can be seen at DRYWALL finishing, reService Center cleaning
mower
repair
1.1000Y'S
Century 21, Castrelon Re- Piney Campground 0-36
pairs additions and blow- Pick
servicing $15 most repairs
up and delivepry
alty. 901-642-9166, 502-437-4902
ing cedngs 753-4761
$35 Free estimates Route
753-5668
1800-467-9166 or even
1, Almo Open 9-12. 1 5
30' NOMAD camper, bum- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
ings 901-247-5815
per hitch, bunkhouse Heating, Goofing & Electric, MR Chimney. Chimney Mon -Fn 753 0530
QUALITY home on wooded model, loaded, sleeps Inc Service sales and n- cleaner 492-8723
LICENSED for electric arid
lot Home features 2 large 8-10, fully sell contained
staNation (502) 435-4699, PLUMBING repairman with gas 753 7203
room
dibedrooms Irving
excellent condition $6900
435-4327.
same day service Cali
ring room den or game Also available matching
436-5255
GENERAL Repair plumb
room Quiet peaceful set- 1983 Chev Suburban, 454 PROFESSIONAL Siding
roofing tree work
ting A must see Only motor trailenng pkg, both Specializing in vinyl siding RETIRED Journeyman mg
436-2642
$54.500 protessanal Real for $10 000 obo Call & custom trim 15yrs wiper kfillwright will do plumbing.
Estate 759-1591
7538965
ience Call 753-9481
electrical, carpentry and WINDOW & door repair
general repair 492-8403
Repair re screen re glaze
SHARP well built brick on
GERALD WALTERS '
Elm Street. den 4or 3rd
Roofing vinyl siding, paint- ROCKY COLSON Home aluminum or wood 20yrs
bedroom ww kitchen bled
ing Free estimates 18 Repair Roofing, siding. experience 753 2330
bathroom with new cayears experience Local re- painting, plumbing con- prompt service
binets rice utility room, 14' ALUMINUM V bottom ferences 436-2701
crete Free estimates Call
new carpet over hardwood, fishing boat with 18tip Evin
174-2307
large storage shed, carport, rude motor oars trolling HADAWAY Conittruct1011
WANTED light hauling,
fenced yard $40's Must motor, seats gas tank, Remodeling, vinyl siding,
see call 753-7542 after depth finder goes with vinyl replacement win- trees trimmed Of removed
dows, vinyl flooring. Call Don 753-2772 or FREE baby kittens
5Pm
boat Older boat & motor
759-4490
753-2320
436-2062.
used very little Call
171)
753-4871 or work'
762-4811 7arn-3prn
Motorcycles
1963 GIPSON Lazy-Cruz
South dealer.
monds would surely be regarded as
*1980 1100 XS Yamaha
houseboat, 43ft long with a
preferable.
$950 obo 753-0095
1988 Volvo-Penta Icyl M- North-South vulnerable.
•
NORTH
Hands with 6-4-2-1 distribution
1981 HONDA XL 185 S Vail aar, Kohler generator 75
(rebuilt);
s
leeps
tO
peek
lend-themselvesweli to nots tulip
bike Call after &pm
pie, lots _of.special custom
play_ so-to-thatextenttliaeesietrump,
753-7652
work & dean,2 Pa's, micro• A2
weir misleading. Furthermore,three
1989 HONDA VTR 250 wave, coffee maker & most
+AQ9,
13
notrump did not express the slam
Sport bike, low mileage, of furniture stays. Real nice
WEST
EAST
possibilities suggested by a h and with
sharp, 753-5718hotiseboat for the price
•
K
6
•
A 82
17 high-card points facing a JumpCall
753-4071
or
work
1989 V MAX Yamaha
J 106 5 4 3
V 982
shift.
7am-3pm.
762-4811
great condition, 7 XXX
•J 10
•86 4
However, the Cuibertsons got to
miles Phone 753-3343
1985 RANGER 373 V. 200 •85 2
•J 1076
six diamonds anyway. It was an un1990 LT 80 SUZUKI 4 Mercury, fully equipped,
SOUTH
sound contract, of course. but it had
excellent shape. 753-0509.
wheeler 492-8298
•74
a good chance of succeeding - de•A K Q 7
pending on the opening lead.
1993 HARLEY Davidson 1987 MONARCH Alumi• KQ9753
- Jacoby hadno clear-cut lead.The
Anniversary Edition, 1200 num bass boat, fully
condiSportster, 34XX miles, equipped, excellent
•K
Culbertsons had bid all four suits,
tion $2500 obo 753-5958 The bidding:
$6200 firm 753-5318
and where to attack was by no means
evenings
South West
North East
obvious. It seemed to him there was
1993 KX 125, good condi
2•
3*
Pass
a good chance that North had the Abon Call after 4 30pm' INSIDE boat or RV storage 1•
4-36-5741
3 NT
Pass
4 46
['ass
Q of spades for his three spade bid.'
436-2794
4"
4•
Pass
and ,that a later finesse would trap
2 4 WHEELERS, 1
530
4 NT
Pass
5
•
his king.
Yamaha Blaster, 1 Honda
kivices
5 NT
Pass
6
So Jacoby decided to put Mrs.
250 4 Trax 753-7275 after
Meted
This deal occurred during the fa- Culbertson under immediate pres6pm
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree tin- mous Culbertson-Lenz match in sure by leading the six of spades. He
DISCOUNT parts depend- ning, tree removal, dew1931.
thought she might read the lead as a
able service for all brands
ing outsheds„,attics, & odd
.Josephine Culbertson opened one singleton and go up with the ace.
MOTORCYCLE PARTS & lobs. .Free estimates
diamond and Oswald Jacoby made a
Jacoby's plan succeeded beyond
SERVICE, north of Murray 436-2102 Luke Lamb.
weak jump overcall of two hearts. his wildest dreams. Lenz woo the
on Coles Campground Rd
Al lA all around mowing & Ely Culbertson bid three spades and trick with the ace and returned a
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
tree trimming & light haul- Sidney Lenz
Sat 10am-3pm
passed. Mrs.Culbertson spade,thus quickly nipping the slam
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
now bid three notrump. This may in the bud. Had Jacoby led any other
Mark
have been the right bid in those days, suit, Mrs. Culbertson would have
Used
Al, AL'S hauling, yard but by modern standards four dia- scored all 13 tricks!
Cws
- vocirk, tree removal, mowing.. Free estimates
1978 TRIUMPH Spit Fire
759-1683
convertible, new engine &
Ores runs great $2650 Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
obo 474 8400, 474-8119
TUESDAY.SEPTEMBER 7. 1993
estimates 753-0906 after
1979 TOYOTA Corolla, 5prn, 759-9816, 753-0496
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
auto air, runs good, $500
date
of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
OW 1964 Citation, $300 AIR Conditioning-Ron Hal
Heating. Cooling & Electric, cents a minute.) .
obo 753-8955
Inc Service, sakes and inHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE in almost everything you attempt.
1985 BMW, black metallic,- stallation (502) 435-4699,
NEXT
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: If Romance takes a dramatic turn.
power,
two door, all
moon . 435-4327
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept: 22): Try
you must travel a great deal, emitroof, 69,XXX mites new
Radiate, excellent condi- ALPHA Builders- Carpen- bine business with pleasure whenev- to -see what is behind an attractive
try, remodeling, porches, er possible. Do not let others rush offer; it may have a hidden barb,
tion 489-2704 after 6pm
roofing, concrete, driveDangerous assignments should not
1987 SENTRA, 2dr hatch- ways, painting, mainte- you into making a major decision in
December. Having a well-thought- be accepted right now. Postpone
back Coupe XE, $2900; nance. etc Free estimates
out plan is essential to success. Next signing contracts until more data are
red, in very good condition
489-2303.
& dean. Call after 6pm
spring, keeping a confidence will available.
436-5681
ANT1OUE refinishing, fur- improve your position with a large
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
niture repair & custom company. New, more interesting job next two days are very important for
1988 CHRYSLER Newwoodworking 753-8056
opportunities arise. Family ties grow your finances. Utilize all of your
yorker Landeau, Mark
special talents. Hidden hopes and
stronger during the summer of'94.
Cross Edition, 4dr in excel- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
lent condition, garage kept, Factory trained by 3 mapCit
CELEBRITIES BORN ON desires need to be expressed. Do not
low mileage. Call manufacturers All work THIS DATE: actor Corbin - say "yes" when you mean "no."
753-3249.
and parts warranted Ask Bentsen, heart surgeon Dr. Michael
(Oct. 23-Nov: 21):
for Andy at The Appliance
Although your intentions are good,
DeBakey, movie director Elia
1990 RED Grand Am LE.
Works 753-2455
others may not be convinced. The
a/c, artVfm cassette tilt
Kazan, Sen. Daniel Inouye.
CfUISO, all power, ground APPLIANCE SERVICE
ARIES (March 21-April 19): same skepticism applies if you do
effects, auto, sharp, $6750 Kenmore Westinghouse, You could find yourself shouldering have ulterior motives. Stay alert.
753-8098
Whirlpool 30. years ex- heavy responsibilities or partnership Leaving things unfinished could
periesce
BOBBY woes today. Do not despair, you will cost you money.
1991 BONNEVILLE LE
HOPPER, 436-5848
loaded with all equipment,
SAGITTARIUS'(Nov. 22-Dec.
emerge a winner. Daydreams can
one owner, 60,XXX miles
BACKHOE SERVICE. bring valuable insights. You have 21): Do the best job you can but
753-7275 after 6pm
BRENT ALLEN septic tank reason to feel confident about the avoid wasting energy on trifling
installation repair replace
matters. Useful- agreements can be
future.
1991 FORD Probe,30,XXX
rnent 759-1515
miles, excellent condition.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A reached with others. Stand up for
$8500 474-4981 after
co-worker is a model of productivity your principles when dealing with
6pm
and cooperation today. Special less scrupulous types.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan,
BACKHOE Service ROY rewards may be up for grabs. You
1991 GEO Tracker cornier,
are in a position-,to win your share. 19): Once again,curb a rash impulse
bble with bikini top, yellow, HILL Septic system drive
black, 4x4, 5sp. at, p/s, ways, hauling, foundations
Sign contracts only after a careful to strike out blindly. Those at the top
p/b, cassette, warranty, etc 759-4664
are not ready to cede their places or
reading.
$9000 obo 759-1870
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): A privileges. Romance keeps you
BILL'S Window Cleaning
lack of waymth or openness affects guessing!
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird, Service Residential
Commerical
Call certain relationships now. The less
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
61 XXX oil changed every
753-5934
3000K, tuned up recently &
said, the better. Income gains go The emphasis today is on.expanding
new tires, auto, am, am/tm
your interests. The result of your
BOB'S Plumbing Repair hand-in-hand with a positive, cheercassette, $7000 Call Service AN work guaran- ful attitude.
efforts will be determined by the use
753-5242 9 30 to 530
teed
753-1134 or
CANCER (June 21-July 22): you make of your opportunities.
436-5832
News from someone at a distance New relationships demand a lot of
1992 MAZDA MX3 red
new tires auto loaded
BRYON'S LAWN SER- may lead you to put aside an impor- emotional growth.
$500 & take over paytant project to accommodate a
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
VICE Free estimates
ments Call 759-9837 leave 753-4591
friend. Loved one's gratitude makes What was left over from yesterday
message
should be pushed to a successful
CARPET and vinyl installa- you feel great.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): You can conclusion. Try to stay serene.
CAR Stereo Installation tion and repairs Glen Bob
have an uplifting effect on a busi- Reading an amusing book or watch753-0113. Sunset Soule
ber 7591247
yard Music. Murray's Al
.c
ness partner this week. Take a posi- ing a video %yin help you tela.i
CARPET Installabon Carpone Car Audio Specialist
'dye appmactrInd-yoir-witt
tig+t..
pet & vinyl commercial &
Dixieland Center 1 block
residential We install Ber
from MSU dorms
TODAY'S CHILDREN are very conscious of the passage of time and
ber tool Call 753 2504 ask
will
want to pack a lot of activity into each day. Even as youngsters. they
ex
for
wistalier
Mike
Goforth
QA R stereo
WM he highly creative. Count on these quick-wined Virgo% to choose /herr
Penence required Send rp
CARPORTS for cars and hest option. then try to
manipulate others into doing their bidding. Somesun* to PO Box 48 Mur
trucks Special SIZAA for
what shy. they prefer small gatherings to large ones. Powerful personal Magray Ky 42071
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec- netism will bring them a great deal of attention and gifts. They expect much
500
tion high quality excellent of themselves and their loved ones.
Used
value Roy HA 759 4664
ii ordr1 a rev•twat and uprieled 111. , of leant (Nur'. hew- wIlma hank Yesterday, Todav, wed Forever
Innis
Mn'. Amankli) Can Ileln You Vond You. Piave in (and'• Plan vend Sal iii ph'. Si Fanfare aid Awidlma in
C
60
HOME
Repairs
Call
$560
1970 GMC pickup.
Mann On Andre.. and Ma Neel P() RA% 414142. Kamm fay. Mn 64141 Make check. payable 4,,
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Twenty years ago
Tea years ago
By The Associated Press
Mike Brandon, staff writer for
The first phase of the pedestToday is Monday, Sept. 6. the 249th day of 1993. There are 116
nan mall, stretching along what Murray Ledger & Times writes a
days left in the year. This is Labor Day.
feature story about the 1960 Volonce was 15th Street from Olive
History:
Today's Highlight in
kswagen turned into a unique
Street
Waterend
north
of
to
the
On Sept. 6, 1901. President McKinley was shot and mortally
project by Junior Wallace and
field
Library,
shaping
with
is
up
Pan-American
wounded by American anarchist Leon Czolgosz at the
Jimmie
Smythe. It is on display
Murray
beginning
of
at
classes
Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y. McKinley died eight days later. Czolgosz
at
Garrison
& McDougal Used
State
is
mall
University.
The
was executed the following October.
complete with benches, informa- Cars in Murray.
On this date:
Airman Gary W. Overbcy, son
tion boards, light fixtures, trees
In 1837, the Oberlin Collegiate Institute of Ohio went coof Lawrence and Betty Overbey,
educational as it conferred equal academic status to,a class of four. and shrubbery.
Murrelle Madrey will head the has been assigned to Sheppard
women and 30 men.
1983 Arthritis Fund-Raising Air Force Base, Texas, after comIn 1888, diplomat and financier Joseph P. Kennedy Sr. was born in
Campaign for Calloway County pleting basic training at Lackland
Boston.
for the Kentucky Chapter of AFB, San Antonio, Texas.
had
that
word
he
sent
In 1909, American explorer Robert Peary
Arthritis Foundation.
Murray-Calloway County Jayreached the North Pole five months earlier.
Births reported include a girl to cees will sponsor two perforGermany.
In 1939. South Africa declared war on
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Caddiota and mances by Carson & Barnes
In 1941, Jews older than 6 in German-occupied areas were ordered
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Five-Rainc Wild Animal Circus
to wear yellow Stars of David..
Noble Hunt, Sept. I; a boy to Mr. on Sept. 15 at Calloway County
In 1975, Czechostovakian.tennis star Martina Navratilova. in New
and Mrs. Keith Rogers. Sept. 5. Jaycee Fairgrounds.
York for the U.S. Open, requested political asylum.
Lois Sparks writes about some
Cindy Parker, daughter of Mr.
In 1978, James Wickwire of Seattle and Louis Reichardt of Sari
of her experiences in Moscow. and Mrs. Joe Parker, and Linda
Francisco became the first Americans to reach the .summit of.PakisRussia, during her summer tour Boyd. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tan's K-2. the world's second-highest mountain.
as guest columnist for "Rainey's Loyd Boyd, all of Murray. are
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union admitted shooting down Korean
nvo ot the eight majorettes ot the
Da"
Air Lints._11ight_0(17_ fivt_days__after it_happenek saying_ the, Tighter
pilots involved did not know their target was a civilian aircraft. The
DEAR
U.N. Security Council heard audio recordings of what were described
as the voices of the pilots who shot down the plane. At one point, a
DEAR ABBY • .111.y husband and I stories about other Tmiscarriages have been married for nine years.
pilot announces: "The target is destroyed."
Abby. I did not have a miscarriage.
I had a bah% I know iliethuig_
Five years ago: A 25-hour drama began as technical problems kept and we. have been trying to have. a
abtaa miscarriages It e' had two. I
a two-man Soviet space crew from returning to Earth aboard a Soyuz child for the last five When I finally
got pregnant last t•at-. Wev,ere
Losing a baby has been a very
space capsule. The problems resolved, and the crew landed safely the VYCIted
we all but shouted it from
difficult eXperielice (Or ttly husband
next day.
the rooftops
and me If anyone. reading this ever
One year ago: An unidentified 35-year-old man who was the reciIn nly eighth month. I delivered
knows any M1V i.e ho has had a prepient of a transplanted baboon liver died at.the University of Pittspremature'-stilltkirn baby iorl. My
mature.- stillborn babY. a simple
hOsband arid I tried to maintain our
burgh Medical Center ten weeks after receiving the organ.
"I'm sorry" is enough
•
and see it as a
SIIANN( IN BIXENMAN.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian JoAnne Worley is 56. Actress Swoo- deep twit
blessing..tn disguise, but it wasnit
SI'I ;AR !AND. TExAs
sie Kurtz is 49. Comedian-actress Jane Curtin is 46.
e:isy
Thought for Today: "We live in a fantasy world, a world of illuMany friends and relative's chose
DEAR SHANNON: I'm Sorry.
sion. The great task in life is to find reality." — Iris Murdoch.. Irish to ignore our misfortune
We spoke on the telephone, and
because.
author (1919- ).
they probably didn't know what to
you know I'm sincere. Thank
say Others tned .to comfort us with
you for allowing me.to use your

;CI< finishing
:eilings Larry
492 8742
eetrock :mai
itch work
' Tree 8 Stump
nsured with kit
prnent Free es
Day or night
r Co Seamless
gutters variety
Licensed in
'mate avagabie
Wood VCR
enter cleaning
15 most repairs
estimates Route
)pen 912 15
753 0530
for electric and
203
Repair plumb
•ig tree work

8 door repair
screen, re-glaze
or wood 20yrs
ce 753 2330
rVICS

Marching Band at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Franklin
Rodgers. Aug. 30.
.
Thirty years ago
Open house will be held Sept.
8 at the newly remodeled and
enlarged Bank of Murray main
building and the downtown
branch at Fifth and Poplar
Streets, according to George
Han, president.
Jim Adams IGA Grocery open
Sept. 4 in the Northside Shopping
Center on. Chestnut Street,
Murray.
Plans have been completed by
the Murray Division of' the Tappan Company to construct a
range storage facility to the Murray plant, according to Robert
Wyman, general manager.
Elaine Harvey R.N. will be the
instructor for a Nurses Aid Class
to be taught at Murray Hospital.

:

ABBY
name.
Your letter brings to mind a
letter from another grieving
mother, which I published four
years ago. When a tragedy such
as yours occurs, somefriends
think they can make a grieving
mother feel better by minimizing her loss. Read on:
DEAR AftBY My husband and I

SIC

Free
:column
,aby

kittens

be regarded as

1

!•1 distribution
-well to ncitrump
theree not:ramp
Lhermore. three
press the slam
d by a hand with
facing a jump-

wanted so much to have this child,
and we almost made it, but I miscarried a baby boy in my .sixth
month and he -couldn't ho. saved.
trageds was heartbreaking
enough. but some of the comments

DAILY COMICS

••••--
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

lbertsons got to
y. It was an un•
urse, but it had

oceeding — deing lead.
ar-cut lead.The

I all four suits,
yes by no means
him there was
orth had the A-

hree spade hid:
!sae would trap

si

CALVIN and HOBBES

ed to put Mrs.
nmediate premix of spades. He
!ad the lead as a
with the ace
eceeded beyond

iset
THEN I THOUG64,.. y.41-1`1 `islfa
UNI1L I M
: leLANT R.; iS'E ;DOLL LLD NOW,

I ORIGINAll_sl
'THOUGHT I YikS
GOING 1'0
A TUN IDOL

THEN IOU SV4OULD
PRoiIirstiLI Slow "OUR

lipping the slam

by led any other
on would have

d on your own
ill bill you 95

CATHY
THE SALT AIR ON
THE CRUISE SHRANK
RN TRAVEL OUTFIT!

-

; you attempt.
oatic turn.
-Sept. 22): Try
J an attractive
hidden barb.
nts should not
ow. Postpone
I more data are

THE PRESSURIZED
CA8iN CAU 5E0
LEO BLOAT!
0

.13

THE
ANXIETY
OF A NEW
„ROUTINE
THREW fref
METABOLISM off!

800,
4 ACCIDENTALLY
CONVERTED Tit( CALCIUM IN MY ANTACID
PILLS TO FAIF „

JUST CALL 0'5 A FAmitg
WAD KNOWS HOwl TO
HAVE A Bib REUNION
9.4

CROSSWORDS

-Oct. 22): Thc
y important for
te all of your
len hopes and
iressed. Do not
tean
23-Nov., 21):
ions are good,
onvinced. The
ilies if you do
s. Stay alert.
inished could

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

(Nov. 22-Dec.
), you can but
gy on trifling
ements can be
Stand up for
dealing with

Dec. 22-Jan.
a rash impulse
loose at the top
their places or
ce keeps you

GARFIELD
THERE ARE TURKEYS
TAP DANCING IN
THE TAPIOCA!

TIME TO PRACTICE OUR
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

1. 20-Feb. 18):
s on expanding
result of your
ined by the use
opportunities.
:mand a lot of

HE'S
CsOOP

(
f.
phir
'pe-14,*-4*

9-March 20):
'rom yesterday
o a successful
stay serene.
book or watch:1p you relax

50400L START5 TOMORROW!!_

ige of time and
oungsters. they
to choose their
lidding. Some-

JJOULD YOU RECOGNIZE NE PRINCIPAL 1
'ft% MET HIM ON TNE STREET ?!
BE READY! SE READY!
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2 Most
competent
3 Myself
4 Morays
5 Clever
8 Sculptured
likenesses

8 War god
9 Tellurium
symbol
DOWN
10 More
1 Pedal digit
uncanny
12 Old pronoun
7 D•posit
14 Memoranda
17 Small bottle
20 Reward
23 16 on.
6
7
6
9
1
7
4
10
3
5
24 Equally
25 Region
11
14
17
27 Story
13UUUU
30 Dines
15
16
17
32 Wan
35 Holds boa
19 20
21
22 MI
37 Partner
311 Trite
24
39 Charm;
25
26
26
captivate
lill
41 Transaction
79
31
30
33• 43 Seesaw
1111
44 — garde
34
36
46 Negative
11
ill
prints
km
ill
42
41
48 Sew lightly
II
" 51 Comfort
53 Roman road
57 Crimson
iliill
11
ill
ill
58 Compass.
point
id•
Native metal
82 Faroe islands
woodwind
63
64 Agave plaint
ill
WI

01.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Bridge term
Exist
The sweetsop
Gladden
Southern
blackbird
47 Pierce
09 Kind of collar
50 Title
52 Turkish
regiment
54 Latin
conjunction
55 Early morn
56 Apprehends
59 As far as
61 Made less
rigid
63 Seesaw
65 Musical
instruments
66 Teutonic
deity
67 Anger
36
38
40
42
45

ini
ill WI
UUUU

I personal niag:y expect much

iai awl 1-orevaf
nuare and handltna It,
kr ,tan.I.• pasank

1 Scottish
cap
4 Babylonian
deity
6 Freshet
11 Followed
orders
13 Soup dish
15 Spanish
article
16 Raise
18 Artificial
language
19 Printers
measure
21 Fireplace
part
22 Narrow
opening
24 On the ocean
26 Tense
28 The — Gees
29 Cubic meter
31 — Year
33 Stack ID
34 Loved one

fill

PEANUTS

• .1

111

•

Lord."
' — -You

mold have been lucky, it
might not have been normal "
— "Don't he so downhearted -- it
isn't as though you IL.hit_
GRIEVING

DEAR GRIEVING: To the
above well-intentioned hut
inappropriate comments, I can
repeat some advice I have frequently ofTered: To parents, a
miscarriage is the loss of a
child. They have anticipated,
planned for and prepared for
this child, which they will never
have. (Regardless of how many
other children they may have.
--one child will never replace the
one who was lost.1
if a friend loses a child
through miscarriage, express
your feelings of sorrow as
though she had lost a "living"
child. Because she has.

Bs Peter II. Gott. NI.D.

WANT AN
lieaTOGRAPHit;
\\BCIo(11.0W1

end returned a

frond well-meaning blends made it
even worse
Abby, please- -ask your readers
ru're'r tei t
to comfort. a \\ 41111:111
who has lost a preniature baby with
any of the following cionments
and if YOU can add anything. phase'
do.
-Cheer up. you're still yming
You can try again."YOU hive'
child already
Hie thankful for what
111,0,1.
—it YaS (;0(1.!‘ \\AB Praise the

DR. GOTT

NOSE. !ACK REGULARL'I

Lenz won thy

Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann
have returned from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of
Detroit, Mich.
Forty years ago
A total of 672 persons received
free chest x-rays on Sept. 2 at the
State TB Mobile Trailer parked
on the courtsquare in downtown
Murray.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles. pastor
of First Methodist Church. started
a series of sermons for the Youth
of the church on Sept. 6.
The Rev. Orval Austin, pastor
.of College Presbyterian—Church.
Murray, has :received a first
national award for his local radio
program, "Parson Plum," at the
Eighth Religious Broadcasting
Workshop at Butler University
School of Religion, Indianapolis.
Ind.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Cowan.

id

ill

hahill•
mid so
IUU

DEAR Pit GOTT What mliirma
lion can you give nit' hO rosinophilofascidis?
DEAR READER Erisirlophilit•
fasciitis. a disease iit unkninsn cause.
is related to scleroderma an million
mune disorder affecting many tel the .
body's organs
Usually triggered by stri•nlions
physical activity. El' rause,pain.
swelling and inflammation of the skin
- over the outer arnls. hands. legs or
feet This progres'ses to deep
inflammation that may eventually
involyejuuscles. leading to restrict I1111
of arm and leg movements. latigue.
weight loss;Malaise and arthritis
El: may he associated with carpal
tunnel syndrome icompression'of the.
nerves at the wrists., heart muscle,
inflammation and Stogren's 5511d0lf111'
t another disease lif connecto. Iis
sue; The diagnssis is made by blood
tests and biopsy
Patients:with El: respond quickly
to cortisone. drugs which reduce
inflammation and re•store. mobility
Ordinarily, once symptoms are con trolled. the dose of the medicine can
be reduced, but the drug frequently
needs to he continued for up to five
years. despite the -potential drawbacks. such as osteoporosis. from this
long term therapy
DEAR DR.(;OTT I thmk I have.
hemorrhoids and I Want to discuss
this with my doctor Ii4tiforttinately
the culture is catching up with me I •
am a woman of mature years and was
taught such things simply were not
disrussed. 'on_ with e doctor, espe
ciall.
a Male deaor No wonder
women seem healthier They simply
don't admit to certain illnesses Now I
need help using _terminology that is
neither too clinical nor titter's child
ish.
DEAR READER Try telling the
doctor You have a painful or itchy lot
bleeding; lump near your anus This
should describe the situation enough
to break the ice
I must say that I'm somewhat sur *
prised by your reticence. In my prac

nee. pm sometimes inundated by gracious, c4iarrtiing and very proper
elderly ladies who insist that I listen
to a long, involved litany of their bowel
habits They document, in lurid detail.
their problems with evacuation, often
with a surfeit of description that runs
to tomes They're not the slightest bit
embarrassed
Also, with the plethora of public
advertising about things like hemorrhoids that were once taboo in polite
society, more people seem pager to
talk about such issues I think you're
in the minority
In any case.. your doctor can't help

you unless you level with .him
.Describe your symptoms to him Rut
— please
make the dissertation
short and to the point
siwse set.)
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Americas Labor Force *
"We Salute You
I'

In recognition of workers in our area,we wantto send the message that
the American work ethic is alive and well. Were proud to work side-byside with the best workers in the world, and we call this to your attention
on this Labor Day.
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